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@ The Tanasbourne Town Center Plan represents the City of Hillsboro's planning reo
~ sponse to the adopted Metro 2040 Growth Concept which designates the Tanasbourne
area of the City as a #12040 Town Center". The PLan reflects the coLLective ideas of the
Tanasbourne community and, particuLarLy, the Land use pLanning input from property owners and
other interested parties who wilL be directly affected by its recommendations.
The Tanasbourne Town Center PLan pLanning process began in 1997 as part of the City's Periodic
Review Work Program. The Town Center PLan is Work Task No.9 of that Program. Under the
Program, the City is required to:
• DeveLop a pLan for a detailed Town Center PLan for the TanasbournejAmbergLen area;
• Address Land uses, street designs, utiLities, civic uses, design standards and needed
community faciLities and features;
• Address Light rail transit, pubLic transit services and non-auto traveL modes;
• DeveLop a modeL pLan for other RegionaL 2040 Town Centers; and,
• ImpLement measures for the Metro FunctionaL Land Use PLan pursuant to HB 2709.
The products from this task must include an approved Town Center PLan and adopted City compre-
hensive pLan and zoning ordinance amendments that impLement the PLan.
This project was funded in part by a grant from the Transportation and Growth Management (TGM)
Program, which is a joint program of the Oregon Department of Transportation and the Oregon
Department of Land Conservation and DeveLopment. AVilLage Center PLanning Advisory Committee
was formed to guide pLan deveLopment (see previous page for a List of members and affiLiations).
The City thanks aLL participants in the PLan deveLopment process for their time and effort to create
a successfuL pLan that wilL be impLemented over the next severaL years.
Upon adoption, the Tansbourne Town Center PLan wilL be a "Community PLan" in accordance with
Section l(II)(B) of the Hillsboro Comprehensive PLan. Amendments to the City's Zoning Ordinance
wilL be needed to impLement the Town Center PLan. Key to successfuL pLan impLementation is
deveLopment of a new mixed-use zone. ALLowing for mixed-use deveLopment wiLL enabLe the City to
impLement the 2040 Growth Concept, which recommends mixed-use zoning for RegionaL Centers,
Town Centers, Station Communities and Main Streets. Mixed-use deveLopment allows the City to
increase densities and to promote more compact urban deveLopment as weLL as to provide the type
of deveLopment that is supportive of aLternative travel modes, which is one of the primary ideas
behind the 2040 Growth Concept. By orienting new growth into these mixed-use areas, the City
can make the 2040 Growth Concept a reality.
Although the Town Center Plan has a 20-year time horizon, build-out is anticipated to occur before
the year 2015 if current market conditions continue in the near future. The City also Looks to
directing new mixed-use growth into the Tanasbourne area to meet its Metro Functional PLan
allocations for new housing units and jobs.
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This document describes the rcp, describes the pLanning process followed in forming the pLan,
articuLates the generaLized Land-use pLan for the TCP, and describes the pLanning goals and deveL-
opment/design guideLines for the PLanning Area.
Two key objectives of the TCP are to impLement appLicabLe State, City and Metro Land use and
transportation policies through pubLic and private deveLopment pLans and initiatives within the
PLanning Area, and to estabLish a 2040 town center that impLements these poLicies, the pLanning
needs of the LocaL community and the deveLopment objectives of private stakehoLders.
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To adapt previous pLanning for the area to the new requirements,
the City of Hillsboro, with the heLp of a State Transportation
Growth Management PLanning Grant and the support of Wash-
ington County and Metro, set out to prepare the Tanasbourne
Town Center PLan (TCP).
@ The Tanasboume Town Center Planning Area is one of 26 town centers in the PortLand
~ metropoLitan region designated by the RegionaL Urban Growth Goals and Objectives
and the adopted Metro Region 2040 Growth Con- . .... "
·cept. These Metro pLanning documents caLL for more intensive
urban uses and greater building and deveLopment mass within
Metro 2040 regionaL and town centers than couLd otherwise oc-
cur under existing Land use reguLations and poLicies. The intent
of these pLanning documents is to facilitate more pedestrian-
and transit-oriented deveLopment and design, which are key de-
fining features of a town center.
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This PLan's target audience is
much broader than the City,
pubLic agencies and private
businesses and individuals who
took part in formuLating the
PLan. The PLan may be usefuL
in other communities that are
doing Region 2040 Town Cen-
ter PLanning in a suburban con-
text. The Plan concepts are po-
tentiaLLy appLicabLe in other Re-
gion 2040 town centers and
would consequentLy be of inter-
est to stakeholders and partici-
pants in town center planning
___2_ elsewhere in the Metro region.
:prbit&t Vt&inity 11tAp
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In the late 1960s, Standard
Insurance Company began
urchasing property near
he Sunset Highway at the
estern end of what is now
alled the Sunset Corridor
ventually acquiring over
,000 acres. In the early
1980s, Standard began de-
eloping about 850 acres
s a master-planned, hori-
ontally mixed land use
roject known as
'Tanasbourne". Natural
. nd improved site ameni-
within the _j~__
anasbourne Area, and in-
ensive capital investments
y major developers and
'nstitutions have attracted
usinesses and residents to
he area. Tanasbourne is
ow one of Oregon's larg-
st mixed-use communi-
ies, including industrial,
ulti-family residential,
ffi ce and retail uses.
Tanasbourne also includes
o acres of parks and
reenways as development
menities. The current
and uses reflect the actual
onstruction of much of
tandard's initial master
lanned Tanasbourne
roject.
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The portion of the Tanasbourne area situated within the Town Center PLanning Area includes pLanned
muLti-family residentiaL, retail, business offices and Light industriaL uses. Most of the remaining
undeveLoped (or underdeveLoped) sites within the Town Center PLanning Area are under construction
or in the private deveLopment pLanning stage. DeveLopment of these sites are intended to be
guided by this PLan in order to achieve the concepts and goals of a Metro 2040 town center.
EPSOM
The parts of the Tanasbourne area situated outside the Town Center PLanning Area are Located
immediateLy to the west across Rock Creek and contain primariLy office and Light industriaL uses.
Under Standard's master pLan for Tanasbourne, the Land directly east of CorneLius Pass Road has
deveLoped as a Light industriaL park with office and flex-space. An Epson factory, a US PostaL
Service distribution center, a Bank of America processing and administrative center, and the
headquarters of retailer Norm Thompson are among the uses. Many of the remaining sites Located
between CorneLius Pass Road and Rock Creek (west of the Town Center PLanning Area) are under
construction or are in the pLanning stage of deveLopment.
Beginning in the 1980s, parts of the Town Center PLanning Area were annexed to Hillsboro. Most
of it is now within the City. Most of the Area's street and pubLic infrastructure systems were built
or enLarged in connection with deveLopment occurring in the Area since the mid 1980s. These
systems were designed and buiLt to have sufficient capacity to support both existing and addi-
tionaL urban deveLopment. However, a number of State, RegionaL and City transportation system
requirements that affect growth and deveLopment in the PLanning Area must be met to enabLe the
area to be transformed into a 2040 town center. These include providing muLti-modaL Linkages
among deveLopments inside and near the PLanning Area and improved muLti-modaL connections
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from the Area to nearby Light raiL transit ser-
vice. In addition, more pedestrian and bike
routes are needed within private properties
in the area to suppLement and connect with
those routes that exist aLong pubLic road-
ways.
About 80% of the PLanning Area is aLready
fully deveLoped, mostLy since 1985. Since
1995, there has been significant multi-fam-
NORM THOMPSON iLy housing construction and the arrivaL of
severaL major retailers. The recentness of
deveLopment makes it likeLy most of these newer structures wilL remain intact and functional
beyond the 20-year horizon of the Town Center PLan. Therefore, the PLan incorporates these
existi ng Land uses.
Only roughLy 20% of the Land within the Planning Area is undeveloped or underdeveLoped, aL-
though pLanning projects for most of these underutilized areas were underway before the Area was
designated a "town center". Some 60 acres of undeveLoped Land fortuitousLy situated near the
Planning Area's geographic center, are the focus of a key component of the Town Center PLan, a
proposed more intensive "Mixed-Use Pedestrian Corridor Area".
This is discussed at Part 3.3.1 (page 52) of this report.
The southeast part of the Planning Area outside the original
Tanasbourne area, includes three clusters of single-family
homes. Input from their owners during Town Center Plan
formulation suggests that some of these properties and some
nearby commerciaL sites probabLy will be redeveloped to more
intensive Land uses in the foreseeabLe future. Together with
adjacent undeveloped property, they form a second key com-
ponent of the Plan, the flCorneLL-Walker Roads SuperbLock"
(sometimes referred to as the "SuperbLock"). It is discussed
at Part 3.3.4 (page 62) of this report.
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Most of the owners of Larger unde-
veLoped parcels within the PLanning
Area have aLready deveLoped hold-
ings in other parts of the larger
Tanasbourne Area. They are, in gen-
eral, large, experienced, welL-capital-
ized businesses that have already
produced quality development in the
Tanasbourne area. Proposed project
plans for their undeveloped hoLdings
address existing RegionaL and City
Land use pLanning policies. These
owners and deveLopers have been co-
ordinating their project plans with
the City to assure that their projects
___8_ impLement 2040 Town Center design
concepts and development prin-
cipLes, supported by market research.
Their market research documents
support for more intensive, mixed-
use, innovative deveLopment within
the PLanning Area and especially
within a proposed Town Center Core
Area. This type of deveLopment
wouLd be consistent with and impLe-
ment the Region 2040 Town Center
design concepts appLicabLe to the
PLanning Area. Consequently, the
Town Center Plan recognizes and
incorporates these existing and
planned projects as integral parts of the Plan.
C E N T E R P LAN
The newness of existing development and other circumstances dictate a pLanning approach for the
PLan's 20-year horizon that focuses on the undeveLoped and underdeveLoped portions of the Plan-
ning Area as the opportunity areas where the core of a true 2040 Town Center at Tanasbourne can
be established. Therefore, the Town Center Plan proposes Land uses in these areas that create a
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town center core environment and
mplementary surrounding uses. The
n also establishes land use develop-
nt, urban design and Plan implemen-
ion principles and strategies for these
as that support the creation of that
vironment. While these principles and
ategies would apply immediately to new
velopments within the developable
es, they also provide town center plan-
g guidance for all other properties
oughout the Planning Area should they
dergo renovation and redevelopment in
long-term future. Thus, a significant
rt of the process followed in preparing
Town Center Plan and this Report has _'1 _
en to articulate and draft a set of Town
ter Plan Guiding Principles and Devel-
ment/Urban Design Strategies. They are
heart of the Plan and their presenta-
n in Part 3, (page 41) is an important
rt of this Report.
e Area-wide Town Center Plan Guiding
'nciples and Development/Urban Design
ategies as well as more detailed urban
sign guidelines that are to apply to the
rtions of the Planning Area expected
be developed in the near future, are
result of a consensus-based Town Cen-
ter Pla< ':;}community input into Plan formulation.
The principal mechanism for this input was the Tanasbourne ViLLage Center Planning Advisory Com-
mittee (VPAC).
Because significant development in the Planning Area was already underway as the Town Center
Plan was being formed, Plan formulation focuses upon influencing and guiding already ongoing,
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private Land-use and site-deveLopment activities in ways that orient their character and design
toward achieving City and Region 2040 town center policies, appLicabLe State transportation pLan-
ning directives and other Town Center objectives. In essence, much of the pLanning invoLved
directing, infLuencing, encouraging and coordinating ongoing and concurrent pubLic and private
pLanning and development activities towards achieving 2040 Town Center design principLes and
Metro 2017 FunctionaL PLan housing and empLoyment targets appLicabLe to the PLanning Area. The
key features of the Town Center PLan that were the focus of this process were the PLan's Land use
concepts and recommendations concerning the Town Center Core Area and the Cornell..Walker
Roads Superblock.
By participating in the Town Center PLanning process, PLanning Area property owners were abLe to
rise above their own deveLopment interests to pursue together a common, coLLective deveLopment
of these owners regarding future growth, Land uses and guiding deveLopment principLes within the
PLanning Area.
@ The Tanasbourne Town Center Planning Area is a large part of the northeastern por-
~ tion of Hillsboro. The area is generaLLy bounded on the north by Sunset Highway, on
the east by NW 185th Avenue and the Tanasbourne Town Center Shopping Center, on the south
by WaLker and CorneLL Roads and on the west by Rock Creek as shown on Exhibit 1 (See page 2).
The current Land use of properties in the generaL area are shown on Exhibit 3 (See page 13).
Existing HilLsboro comprehensive pLan Land use designations for the PLanning Area are summa-
rized in TabLe 1.
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The Tanasbourne Town Center Planning Area is about 80% developed with a mix of muLti-family
residentiaL, office, medicaL clinic and retail uses. UntiL now, the pattern of development in the
PLanning Area has been single uses (i.e., commerciaL, offices, apartments, etc.) on physically
separated parcels. However, roughLy 100 acres within the area are vacant and the buLk of these
acres are concentrated within areas identified in this Report as the "Town Center Core Area" and
the "Cornell-Walker Roads Superblock". The Planning Area is comprised of gentLy rolling topography
that rises from Lower eLevations aLong the southern portions of the Area to sLightLy higher eleva-
f2 tions along the Sunset Highway.
NW 185th Avenue, which crosses over the Sunset Highway at an interchange is a major arteriaL that
also serves through truck traffic. The segment of NW 185th Avenue north of NW Cornell Road is seven
Lanes wide. It is five Lanes wide
south of CorneLL Road. Most of
the parcels aLong 185th Avenue
within the PLanning Area con-
tain reLativeLy new retail or com-
merciaL uses that are described
in Part 1 under RetaiL.
NW Cornell Road and NW 185th
Avenue were the onLy two Local
primary roadways that existed
in the PLanning Area prior to
its acquisition and initial de-
velopment by Standard Insurance. Today, NW Cornell Road is a major, 5-Lane arterial and through
truck route. SeveraL years ago 1.4 miles of NW CorneLL Road were reaLigned and improved between
Stucki Avenue and CorneLius Pass Road. In contrast, most of the 2-Lane stretch of WaLker Road
west of 185th Avenue that bounds the PLanning Area on the south stilL has a ruraL quality, provid-
ing access for two pockets of singLe-family homes built in the Late 19605 and earLy '705.
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UONS GATE, AHIGH DENSITY TANASBOURNE TOWNHOUSE DEVELOPMENT
DeveLopment of the Larger Tanasbourne project by Standard Insurance and its various deveLopment
partners included the construction of three new major roads that serve the Town Center PLanning
Area. The Area is bisected east-west by NW Evergreen Parkway, a tree-Lined bouLevard and north-
south by Stucki and John Olsen Avenues. ALong these routes and most other newer interior streets
in the Town Center PLanning Area, sidewaLks and extensive Landscaping, including trees, have been
instaLLed. These roadways, pedestrian ways and Landscaping amenities frame the entire PLanning
Area and provide visuaL and physicaL Linkages that tie together its existing and deveLoping areas.
Also, they set an underLying infrastructure for future deveLopment within the PLanning Area.
North of Evergreen Road and within the PLanning Area, deveLopment of two corporate office parks
(the Rock Creek Corporate Center and the Sunset Center) has begun. The Land in the northwest
corner of the PLanning Area is zoned for Light industry.
The area between NW Evergreen Parkway and NW CorneLL Road, bisected by Stucki Avenue and
directLy west of the existing Tanasbourne VilLage retail shopping center, has recentLy been deveL-
oped with higher density residentiaL units (garden apartments, a retirement compLex and f j
----
townhouses). For most of the undeveLoped Land in this area existing City Land use poLicies aLLow
for additionaL higher density muLti-family housing, which is being constructed by TrammeLL Crow
ResidentiaL. A136-unit
extended-stay hoteL on
Cornell Road east of
Stucki Avenue has been
deveLoped on 3.71 acres
next to a recentLy built
retirement residence
(1997; 108 units, 2.49
acres). Kaiser
Permanente's Sunset
MedicaL Center (1989),
is also Located in this
area on the southwest
corner of the intersec-
tion of Stucki Avenue and Evergreen Parkway. As discussed Later, the undeveLoped Land aLong the
west side of Stucki Avenue directLy north of Cornell Road wilL become the Town Center Core Area.
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Atriangular block formed by Cornell Road, Walker Road and NW 185th Avenue, never part of the
original Tanasbourne project, is now called the "Cornell-Walker Roads Superblock". Existing retail
development in the Superblock primarily fronts on NW 185th Avenue. This includes the Sunset
Square retail shopping center and the Tanasbourne Medical Plaza. There are also apartments on
WaLker Road immediately west of the shopping center.
Within the southern and western portion of the SuperbLock an amalgam of zoning districts, land
uses and open areas exist. These include a medium-density apartment zone, a mix of commercial
uses, undeveloped land (some of it in the Bronson Creek floodplain), and single-family zoning and
residences. The existing land uses are generally oriented outward toward and have direct access to
Walker and Cornell Roads. The owners of smaller parcels in this area of the Superblock have varying
individual plans for their properties that range from continuing single-family use, consolidating
their holdings with surrounding neighbors and making their combined properties available to
developers for more intensive land uses. The Tanasacres Nursery including its retail operation
covers 12.51 acres facing CorneLL Road, and is one of the Larger single-ownership parceLs in the
__~fi~'O~Superblock.
Existing retail areas within the Planning Area and along the west side of NW 185th Avenue encom-
pass the long-estabLished Tanasbourne retail shopping center and the Sunset Square retail shop-
ping center abutting and directLy accessing to NW 185th Avenue. In addition, existing newer Land
uses situated in the area south of the Sunset Highway, west of NW 185th Avenue and north of
Evergreen Parkway include severaL restaurants, a 13-screen movie complex and two hotels owned
and operated by the Marriot Hotel
corporation. An additional fuLL ser-
vice hotel is planned.
The Town Center Planning Area has
two waterways: Rock Creek which
runs along the western limit of the
Planning Area and Bronson Creek
which cuts through the southerly por-
tion of the Superblock. The Rock
Creek Corridor is being deveLoped as
a public greenway and includes a pe-
destrian trail and bike path system
BRONSON CREEK
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aLong the creek and through the adjacent naturaL area, connecting under the Sunset Highway to
Rock Creek BouLevard. Bronson Creek passes diagonaLLy through the southerLy portions of the
SuperbLock. An apartment deveLopment fronting on Walker Road is Located along the southern and
eastern portions of the Bronson Creek fLoodplain.
f.f.f SHrrbu.nA,in~LltnA, U~e~
The Planning Area is generaLLy surrounded by the Rock Creek residential neighborhood north of the
Sunset Highway and residential neighborhoods to the east comprised of mixed single-family
subdivisions and apartment complexes. Directly west of the PLanning Area, extensive newer office
compLexes and light industrial uses have deveLoped which include Epson, a regional US Post Office
Distribution Center, Westbrook Corporate Park, a BPA Substation, the Melvin Mark office compLex,
Microtek, Etec, Norm Thompson and several other flex-office buildings. Directly south of the
Planning Area, a variety of medical research, office parks and light manufacturing uses have recently
been developed. These uses include the Capital Center, Amberglen Business Park, Oregon Health
Science University - West Campus, Oregon Regional Primate Center, Oregon Graduate Institute, f7
----
and two Westside Light Rail Transit Stations (Quatama and Willow Creek/185th Avenue Stations).
Residential communities to the south of the PLanning Area include the Amberview residential
neighborhood, the Briar Creek Apartments and the Villages at Quatama Station apartment complexes.
f.2 &Jtt~tin'3 ItnA :ptltnneA :prbie~ts
Development projects in the Town Center Planning Area have been mostly carried out by regional
and nationaL companies that have made long-term commitments and investments in the Area. As a
result, the quality of existing developments in the Area compares favorably to similar high quality
master pLanned developments in the Portland area.
The overall private master development plan for the larger Tanasbourne project, which includes the
Town Center Planning Area describes a multi-use community containing retail, residential, office
space and light manufacturing uses. The pace of implementation of this master plan has been
determined largely by market demand over time for each type of land use. Today, all of the
different types of Land uses described by the plan except light manufacturing, exist inside the
Planning Area.
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The growing population size within the Planning Area reflects the Area's close proximity and
housing role in relation to retail and office employment areas inside the Planning Area, substantial
employment centers in northeast Hillsboro, the research/graduate education facilities immediately
south of the Area, and the Area's easy and direct access to the Sunset Highway.
Existing and developing housing in the Planning Area are predominantly higher density apartment
projects averaging more than 20 units per acre. As such, they are consistent with recommended
.
2040 Town Center residential densities. There were multi-family units in 9 projects on 170 acres at
the time the Plan was first being formulated (1996-97) and several new multi-family projects have
begun construction since that time. Since that time an additional 998 dwelling units have been
completed or are under construction. A total of 3,763 dweLLing units have been built or are
currently under construction. There is a mix of 1-, 2-, and 3-bedroom, and garden and townhouse
units. All are rental housing, although some units are designed as townhomes and are planned to
f8 be sold for private residential use in the future. At Planning Area build-out, around 5,500 multi-
---- family housing units are projected (see Table 7).
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There are 15 detached single-family homes located within the Cornell-Walker Roads Superblock
Area. All were built before 1975 on relatively large lots with direct access to Walker or Cornell
Roads. All are on land now zoned for multi-family use. Based on input from the owners of these
residential properties, there is no expectation of future new detached single-family construction
within the Superblock. As discussed later, many of these parcels may be consolidated and redevel-
oped into multi-family housing or mixed-use developments.
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The Planning Area had just one office building in 1996, a real estate broker's office. The Master
Plan for the "Sunset Center" at Tanasbourne, has obtained preliminary Planned Unit Development
approval from the City of Hillsboro. It will contain about 600,000 square feet of flex office space
in six multi-storied buildings on about 23.5 acres on the north side of Tanasbourne Drive between
Stucki and John Olsen Avenues and paralleling the Sunset Highway.
Acorporate headquarters campus known as the Rock Creek Corporate Center has been built north
of and adjacent to NW Tanasbourne Drive east of NW John Olsen Place. The site totals 9.04 acres
and includes three buildings totaling 142,000 square feet of building area. Other smaller office
projects are planned for various properties inside and next to the Planning Area, including the
continuing development of the Amberglen Business Park directly south of the Planning Area. The
Amberglen Business Park has the potential for 2.4 million square feet of office and flex space. Of
the 2.4 million square feet potential approximately 1.2 million square feet has been built or is
20 under construction.
Two of the region's major health care providers have medical services facilities in the Planning Area.
Both expect to expand them significantly. Tuality Healthcare, which operates its principle hospital in
downtown Hillsboro, has an Urgent Care clinic in the Tanasbourne Medical Plaza located at the
southwest corner of NW 185th Av-
enue and Cornell Road. The Plaza
also includes two Tuality
Healthcare and Providence Health
System facilities - a medical of-
fice building (in which the Urgent
Care Clinic is located) and the
Health and Lifestyle Center, which
is in a converted church. Tuality
Healthcare and Providence Health
System have joint plans to build
two additional medical office
buildings near these existing fa-
cilities. KAISER PERMANENTE MEDICAL AND DENTAL OFFICES
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Kaiser Permanente, one of the largest health maintenance organizations (HMO) in the Portland
region, has medical and dental offices at the southwest corner of NW Evergreen Parkway and
Stucki Avenue. Kaiser also expects to add space to its existing facility. Kaiser is aLso invoLved
in a joint development pLanning effort concerning the Town Center Core Area that includes part
of its surpLus hoLdings.
Within the Town Center Planning Area there were approximateLy 763,000 square feet of retail space
in earLy 1997 mostly east of as weLL as along NW 185th Avenue. At PLanning Area build-out, an
additionaL 690,000 square feet of retail uses is expected. Almost haLf of that amount wouLd be
located within the Town Center Core Area.
Aprevious retail shopping deveLopment known as the "Tanasbourne Mall", was Located on parcels
directLy east of the NW 185th Avenue/Sunset Highway Interchange. The parcels now contain larger
merchants such as Target and Mervyn's. The Matt was torn down in the early 1990s and redeveLoped _2_f _
as part of a much larger existing "Tanasbourne Town Center" shopping center.
Two shopping centers aLong the
west side of NW 185th Avenue
feature grocery and other retailEXISTING uTANASBOURNE TOWN CENTER" EAST OF NW 18STH AVENUE
ALong the east side of NW 185th Avenue is the existing Tanasbourne Town Center, a major shopping
area containing dozens of retail stores, restaurants, service providers, and the like interspersed
among shared off-street surface parking areas. At build-out, this area wilL have over 650,000
square feet of totaL retail space. North of NW Evergreen Parkway this retail area includes severaL
major stand-alone stores i.e., Tar-
get, Mervyn's, Ross, Ethan Allen
and HomepLace. South of NW
Evergreen Parkway are severaL
stand-aLone and muLti-tenant
maLL buiLdi ngs. Retail stores
south of NW Evergreen Parkway
include Barnes & NobLe, Petco,
Office Depot, HoLLywood Video,
and a Haggen supermarket.
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outLets that cater to the daily shop-
ping and personaL convenience
needs of residents throughout
Tanasbourne and the surrounding
residentiaL communities. The
IITanasbourne VilLage Shopping Cen-
ter" between Evergreen Parkway and
CorneLL Road has over 220,000
EXISnNG ·1ANASBOURNE TOWN CENTER" EAST OF HW lSSTH square feet of retail space. The Sun-
set Square Shopping Center Located
on the northwest corner of NW 185th Avenue and WaLker Road has about 96,000 square feet of
retail space.
The design of much of the existing shopping centers and stand aLone retail uses predates the
adoption of the most current State and RegionaL transportation growth management and Land use
___2.2_ poLicies. Many of the retail uses front on parking Lots rather than on a street as generally required
by current RegionaL
and State transporta-
tion growth manage-
ment poLicies. Be-
cause of their recent
estabLishment and, in
many cases, Long-term
Lease agreements in-
cluding 99-year Leases,
it is unLikeLy these ex-
isting Land uses wilL be HAGGEN SUPERMARKET
abLe to compLy with
such new ruLes within the 20-year time frame of the Town Center PLan unLess market factors prompt
their earLier termination or major aLteration.
There are no industriaL uses currentLy within the PLanning Area. Aproposed private deveLopment
(ADC Kentrox) that wouLd contain 98,337 square feet of Light industriaL space on 9 acres Located on
Tanasbourne Drive directLy east of Rock Creek has been put on hoLd.
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The existing transportation system within the Town Center Planning Area is discussed more fully in
Section 4.2 of this report in connection with changes to the system proposed within the City
Transportation System Plan (TSP) Update (OKS Associates, 1997). Discussion of existing and
planned automobile, pedestrian, bicycle and public transit facilities within the Planning Area in
this document is augmented by more detailed information about these facilities in the TSP. Pro-
posed transportation system improvements in this Town Center Plan are intended to be consistent
with those prescribed for the Planning Area in the TSP.
Stucki and John Olsen Avenues are primary collector streets running north-south within the Town
Center Planning Area. They link land uses in the Area on adjoining properties to nearby east-west
arterials which include Cornell Road, Walker Road and Evergreen Parkway. NW 185th Avenue is a 23
major arterial that accommodates north-south automobile travel in mid-Washington County. It ----
provides primary access to the
Area from the Rock Creek residen-
tial community directly north of
the Sunset Highway and residen-
tial to the south in the Aloha and
Cooper Mountain areas. In the vi-
cinity of the Planning Area, NW
185th Avenue experiences heavy
traffic congestion during peak
hour travel times.
To the west, the next north/south
cross-over route across the Sun-
set Highway is Cornelius Pass Road WAlKER ROAD LOOKING WEST AT BRONSON CREEK
(exit 62). To the east, the clos-
est Sunset Highway interchange to the Planning Area with a north-south access is Cornell Road
(exit 65). South of the Area, Baseline Road provides an east-west link to the City of Beaverton
(east) and to the rest of the City of Hillsboro (west). Other east-west collector street links are
proposed in the Light Rail Station Community Planning Areas located south of the Planning Area.
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Traffic counts obtained as part of the City TSP update indicate substantial PM peak hour traffic
volumes along most of the roadways in the Planning Area as shown in the following table.
The City's updated Transportation System Plan (1998) does not prescribe significant modifications
to most of the existing road network within the Planning Area. Many of these roadways are
relatively new and have sufficient travel capacity to support the development of 2040 recom-
mended Town Center densities (i.e., 40 people per acre) in the Area based on TSP (and Regional
RTP) modeling results. Improvements are needed and proposed in the TSP, however, to NW 185th
Avenue, Walker Road,
and the interchange at
185th Avenue and the
Sunset Highway. Sev-
eral new local interior
streets are also
planned. These im-
provements are needed
to adequately serve
new proposed mixed-
HW 18STH AVENUE
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use (and 2040 Town Center densities) within the Town Center Core Area and the CorneLL-WaLker
Roads SuperbLock.
As part of the City TSP update, the existing LeveL of Service (LOS)l of various intersections in the
PLanning Area was determined. The resuLts of that research are shown in the foLLowing tabLe.
1 "Level of Service (LOS)" correlates traffic volume data to descriptions of traffic performance at intersections. LOS is used as a measure
of effectiveness for intersection operation. It is similar to a "report card" rating based upon average vehicle delay. LOS "/(', "B" and
"c" indicate conditions where traffic moves without significant delays over periods of peak travel demand. LOS "F" represents condi-
tions where average vehicle delay exceeds 60 seconds per vehicle entering a signalized intersection and demand has exceeded the
intersection's capacity. This condition is typically evident in long queues and delays.
LOS "0" or better is generally the accepted standard for signalized intersections in urban conditions. Unsignalized intersections provide
level of service for major and minor street turning movements. For this reason, LOS "E" or even "F" conditions at unsignalized
intersections generally provide a basis to study the intersections further and to determine availability of acceptable gaps, safety and
traffic signal warrants. .
The LOS standards for a morning/afternoon 2-hour peak travel period for Town Centers are prescribed in the adopted Metro Urban
Growth Management Functional Plan as follows:
• the preferred operating standard for the 1st and 2nd hour is LOS "E"
• the acceptable operating standard for the 1st hour is LOS "F" and for the 2nd hour is LOS "E".
The LOS anaLysis resuLts indicate that Planning Area intersections generaLLy are performing at accept-
abLe Levels at the present time. Within the Town Center PLan's 20-year time horizon, it is anticipated
that major deveLopment within the PLanning Area wilL LikeLy include onLy the estabLishment of mixed-
use and other deveLopments at 2040 Town Center densities primariLy within the Town Center Core
Area and the CorneLL-WaLker Roads SuperbLock based on known private deveLopment pLans described
Later in this report. Such increased densities in these two areas may erode the existing LOS (and
capacities) at a few of these intersections, mainLy aLong NW 185th Avenue, to unacceptabLe Levels
requiring effective corresponding traffic congestion mitigation measures to be taken.
2j
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The Town Center Planning Area is located about a mile north of two West Side Light Rail Transit
Stations. These are the Quatama/NW 205th Avenue and the Willow Creek/SW 185th Avenue Light
Rail Transit Stations. Both transit stations are accessible from the Planning Area via direct auto-
mobile, pedestrian and bike routes along NW 206th Avenue and NW 185th Avenue. A planned
extension of Amberglen Parkway described in the City's TSP will provide a relatively direct route
between the Town Center Core Area and the Quatama/205th Avenue station.
Nine Tri-Met bus routes (including 3 shuttle routes) serve the entire City of Hillsboro. Five of them
provide transit service within the Planning Area: Route 89 (Tanasbourne Route) provides service
between the Rock Creek neighborhoods and the Tanasbourne Area as well as service between the
Sunset Transit Center to the Tanasbourne Area via Cornell Road. Route 48 (Cornell Route) and
Route 47 (Baseline Route) connects the Tanasbourne Area with the Hillsboro Transit Center located
in downtown Hillsboro. Route 48 travels on Cornell Road to its intersection with NW 185th
20 Avenue, where it heads south on NW
185th Avenue terminating at the 185th
Avenue/Willow Creek Transit Center (Te).
Additional east-west service is provided
by Route 47 (Baseline Route). Route
47 travels east from the Hillsboro Cen-
tral/SE 3rd Avenue Transit Center along
Baseline Road turning north onto NW
231st/229th Avenues then heading east
on NW Evergreen Parkway before it turns
south on NW 185th Avenue and it also
terminates at the 185th Avenue/Willow
Creek Transit Center. Shuttle service is OUATAMAl20STH AVENUE LIGHT RAIL STATION
provided to the Cornell-Walker Roads Su-
perblock by Route 495 (Willow Creek Route). This shuttle route is a result of employers in the area
teaming up with Tri-Met to create bus service that connects employment areas to MAX. Route 495
makes a loop using Walker Road through the Oregon Graduate Institute campus. Route 52
(Farmington-NW 185th Route) provides north-south transit service to the Planning Area via NW
185th Avenue and east-west service from 185th Avenue TC to the Beaverton TC. This route pro-
vides a regional connection between Portland Community College's Rock Creek Campus and the City
of Beaverton.
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The City's TSP states that in general, Hillsboro has limited existing connectivity for bicyclists
traveling to activity centers within the City. The situation is different in the Planning Area. It
has a well developed bikeway system running along most of its existing roadways. The system
was developed as the Area developed according to the original private Tanasbourne master
development plan. NW 185th Avenue, Cornell Road and Evergreen Parkway have bikeways that
link to bike routes within areas surrounding the Planning Area. Bikeways along a portion of
Walker Road and Stucki Avenue provide interior bikeway circulation throughout the Area. The
Rock Creek Greenway Bikeway connects Tanasbourne to the Rock Creek Neighborhood located
north of the Sunset Highway.
The existing pedestrian sidewalk system within the Planning Area is well developed. All road-
ways in the Area except aLong portions of Walker Road have sidewalks. Aneed exists, however,
for a non-sidewaLk pedestrian network between and among private projects throughout the
Area. This would enable residents and employees to move throughout the Area more efficiently 27
----
along pedestrianways other than those adjacent to streets, but connected to the existing side-
waLk system.
Pedestrian counts taken during the preparation of the City TSP reveaL that pedestrian crossing
safety problems occur aLong NW 185th Avenue. In 1997, TSP pedestrian movement data shows
that the intersection of NW 185th Avenue and WaLker Road and the NW 185th Avenue/Sunset
Highway are the third and fourth busiest pedestrian traveL points in the City.
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EVERGREEN PARKWAY FIRE STATION
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Most of the pubLic infrastructure systems within the Town Center PLanning Area were built or
enLarged since the mid 1980s in connection with deveLopment in the Area. These systems have the
capacity to support both exist-
ing and additionaL urban deveL-
opment within the Area. Pri-
vateLy provided services also gen-
eraLLy have adequate capacity or
pLans to increase Levels as de-
mand increases.
The existing water, sanitary
sewer, and storm drainage systems
in the PLanning Area are shown in
28 Exhibit 11 and are discussed in
---- Part 4. PubLic safety and services,
parks and private infrastructure
are discussed beLow.
A Hillsboro poLice sub-station has been estabLished at a site on Cornell Road immediateLy west of
Rock Creek from the PLanning Area. There is a fire station operated by the Tualatin VaLLey Fire and
Rescue District (TVFRD) on NW 185th Avenue immediateLy north of the Sunset Highway. Neither
TVFRD or the City pLans to build a new fire station within the PLanning Area. A new City Fire
Station has been built and is in operation at a site on Evergreen Parkway approximateLy 1.5 miles
from the heart of the PLanning Area.
There is a City of HilLsboro branch Library on the west side of NW 185th Avenue in the Tanasbourne
Village Shopping Center.
Most of the existing and pLanned housing within the PLanning Area is expected to be occupied by
newer muLti-family, singLe or unreLated tenant occupants who generally do not have schooL-age
children. There are no schools within the PLanning Area and none are pLanned. Children from the
Area attend the Beaverton SchooL District's McKinLey ELementary (Located east of NW 185th Avenue
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ROCK CREEK BIKEWAY CONNECTION UNDER THE SUNSET HIGHWAY
between WaLker and Cornell), Five Oaks Intermediate SchooL and Westview High SchooL. District
school buses provide transportation.
There is also a privateLy run day care faciLity Located on Evergreen Parkway that provides day care
for infants 6-weeks and oLder and classes for children up to age 10.
Rock Creek and its floodpLain are Located between the Sunset Highway and Amberwood Drive and
contain about 41 acres of naturaL areas aLong the west edge of the PLanning Area. This greenway
corridor was donated to the City of Hillsboro Parks and Recreation Department by Standard Insur-
ance in the early 19905. Consistent with Metro's plan for a greenway along the Rock Creek corridor,
the City has constructed a pedestrian/bikeway through this natural area. The pedestrian/bikeway
runs north-south from Rock Creek BouLevard under the Sunset Highway, across Evergreen Parkway
to its current terminus at a point on John Olsen Avenue midway between Evergreen Parkway and
Cornell Road. In the future, it is pro- _2_q~~_
posed to be extended south aLong
Rock Creek to Corneli us Pass Road.
Within the Planning Area, parks, pla-
zas and open spaces are being
planned by both the City's Parks and
Recreation Department and the pri-
vate sector. These new facilities in-
clude gathering places provided by
the pubLic sector, which will be inte-
gral parts of the proposed Town Cen-
ter Core Areal. These gathering places
would be connected to a forested park
area and a nearby City baLLfield. Together, these facilities will provide recreation space to resi-
dents, workers and visitors in the surrounding Mixed-Use Pedestrian Corridor Area, which contains
relatively dense multi-family housing neighborhoods.
Land use proposals for the CorneLL-Walker Roads SuperbLock also include development of a City park
somewhere near the center of the Superblock. In addition, residentiaL and office developments
1 The Town Center Plan's graphics referring to the Plaza are for illustrative purposes only.
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within and near the PLanning Area that are built and under construction have Landscaped open
space as an integraL part of their design.
GeneraL TeLephone (GTE) provides teLephone services to the PLanning Area. GTE has conduit in alL
pubLic streets in the Area and within the Tanasbourne Town Center. Existing facilities are adequate
to meet the needs of existing development in the PLanning Area. Especially along Evergreen
Parkway, expanded teLephone capacity is expected to be required as additionaL office and multi-
family construction is completed.
From the City's perspective, the planning process needed to direct, influence, encourage, and
coordinate ongoing public and private planning and development activities within the Area in
ways that would implement applicable City, Regional and State transportation planning policies.
In general, the Town Center planning process was straight-forward and non-contentious. Most of
the area was recently developed and reasonabLy conforms with Metro Region 2040 Town Center
goals and guidelines applicable to the Area. Extensive new development and redevelopment are
issues for only about one-fourth of the Planning Area. Thus, the TCP land use pLanning focused
2.( 7:/"e :ptItHHeH'3 :prIJCeSS
It was recognized at the onset of the project that a purely regulatory planning approach alone may
not result in the plan's implementation and could discourage stakeholders' enthusiasm toward
participating in the Planning process. The Plan and the process had to coordinate and guide
ongoing and imminent development within the Planning Area under prospective and recently
approved private development projects and plans. More generally, successful plan formulation and
implementation meant working with stakeholders actively involved in the Area's development in
order to attain their participation in and acceptance of a plan and its principles.
P LANC E N T E R~ TOW N
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@;~ The community land use planning techniques and process used to formulate the Town• Center Plan responded to a unique set of circumstances affecting the Planning Area.
These circumstances included opportunities that were limited by several factors: on-
going private development/land acquisition and lease negotiations that affected
those areas; and, evolving applicable state, regional, and city planning policies. Existing uses,
forecasts for further growth and the private development plans and desires of the various stake- 3f
holders also had an influence in shaping the planning techniques and process. The planning
process used to prepare the Tanasbourne Town Center Plan (TCP) is described below.
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primariLy on the two areas within the PLanning Area that are stilL LargeLy undeveLoped or under-
deveLoped.
Akey part of the planning process was the creation of a project pLanning advisory committee, to
assist and advise the project consuLtants. The Hillsboro City CounciL appointed 19 local residents,
property owners and business peopLe, aLong with 4 representatives of government bodies with an
interest in the PLan to serve on a Village Center PLanning Advisory Committee (VPAC). The Commit-
tee met reguLarLy during each stage of pLan preparation. VPAC members and the interests they
represented are Listed in TabLe 5.
PLan formuLation resuLted primarily
from intensive, ongoing dialog and
interaction among the VPAC, gov-
ernment representatives, Landown-
32 ers, other interested citizens and
----organizations, and the project con-
sultants.
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Preparation of the Town Center Plan foLLowed a project work program that had three components.
PubLic InvoLvement Program. One of the first tasks was to establish a public involvement pro-
gram. The program was formulated with the advice and approval of the Hillsboro Citizen Involve-
ment Advisory Com-
mittee (CIAC).
Through this pro-
gram, the Town Cen-
ter Plan's goals and
objectives were es-
tablished. In accor-
dance with the pro-
gram, parties who
were affected by or
simply interested in 33
----
the Plan were kept
aware of the emer-
gence of its various
elements through
several public infor-
mation open houses.
Table 6 lists the
meetings held.
Area-wide and Site-
specific Reconnais-
sance and Vision-
ing. A key plan
preparation step was
the review of public
and private land use
plans affecting the
Planning Area.
These included the
Metro Region 2040
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Growth Concept and RegionaL
Urban Growth Goals and Ob-
jectives, the Metro Func·
tionaL PLan, the East
Hillsboro Station Community
PLan (reLated to Light rail),
the City Comprehensive Plan
and Zoning Ordinances, and
the Tanasbourne Master PLan,
as weLL as nearby deveLop-
ment pLans. The Town Cen-
ter PLan takes these into ac-
count and addresses appLi·
cabLe aspects. This task also
included conducting a physi-
___3_4_ caL-design visioning process
from which initiaL Town Cen-
ter Land use concepts were
formed, after having con-
ducted an anaLysis of the
PLanning Area's deveLopment
opportunities and con-
straints.
Preparation of the Plan.
With what was Learned dur-
ing the pubLic invoLvement
program and the area-wide
and site-specific reconnais-
sance and visioning program,
actuaL preparation of the
PLan invoLved articuLating its
severaL components. The
PLan itseLf is presented in
Part 3.
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Because the planning process had to be closely coordinated and integrated with concurrent pri-
vate planning and development activities, intensive stakeholder and public involvement in the
planning process was sought and occurred in a number of ways. The diverse types of project
meetings listed in Table 6 illustrate this effort.
Public and Private Outreach. The City and project consultants sought to engage all possible
stakeholders in an effort to determine the best ways to insure their participation in the planning
process and obtain stakehoLders' support of the resulting Plan.
Research. The consultants gathered and analyzed a wide variety of data regarding economics,
demographics, transportation, infrastructure, and sites. The data provides the technical founda-
tion for the Plan.
Interviews. One of the most effective means of uncovering critical market data and information 3j
----
on private development plans is confidential interviews with area and neighboring stakeholders -
including businesses, property owners, private citizens - and public officials. Use of confidential
interviews were a key to gathering useful information regarding stakeholders' interests in the
Planning Area.
Education. Successful planning strategies are based on a clear understanding of the underLying
economic and regulatory forces. Thus, the planning process endeavored to see that aLL partici-
pants, including the consuLtants, shared data and opinions as much as possibLe. As part of this
effort, time was devoted to evaluating, defining and, refining Area strengths, weaknesses and
opportunities.
Concept and Design Testing. The design process was used as both a facilitation tool and a means
to define and achieve consensus on Area planning issues and strategies. Focusing on design gave
participants a way to see beyond their own interests. The City, VPAC and the consultants brought
together planners, architects, engineers, economists, marketing consultants, and pubLic agency
representatives to work on Town Center design concepts.
Visioning. The Planning Area visioning and the resulting development guidelines and design
principles to be applied within the Area were formulated by the VPAC and its subcommittees.
These principles and guideLines are articulated in the next section of this report.
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Charrettes and Design Workshops. Most of the recommended land uses and their design features
prescribed in the Town Center Plan derive from design Charrettes conducted by the project consult-
ants during VPAC and special project meetings. The design and architectural consultants who
participated in the Charrettes2 also included professionals who prepared project plans for some of
the major landowners in the Area.
2 "Charrette" is the name applied to a process of continuous redesign and refinement until the feedback of participants has been
incorporated. In other words, things are kept fluid until a consensus is reached.
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@ This document describes the contents and eLements of the Tanasbourne Town Center
~ PLan (TCP). liThe PLan" wiLL be incorporated into the City's Comprehensive PLan by City
ordinance amending that PLan, becoming a "Community PLan" of the City.
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Town Center PLan Maps are included in this
document. Some of the maps wilL become part of
a "Tanasbourne Town Center Community PLan".
Other PLan Maps reflect information aLready
contained in the City's Comprehensive Land Use
and Transportation System Maps. FinaLLy,
amendments to the City's Zoning Ordinance that
wilL impLement the PLan's land use, urban design
and other recommendations also will be initiated
for City adoption.
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The Tanasbourne Town Center PLan (TCP) eLements include the foLLowing:
• Guiding Prindples and Development/Urban Design Strategies
• General Land Use Plan (Map)
• Transportation System Improvements
• Implementation
TCP PLanning Area deveLopment poLicies are expressed in the PLan as guiding principLes and urban
design strategies for deveLopment. The TCP GeneraL Land Use PLan Map graphicaLLy expresses the
appLication of these poLicies in the PLanning Area. The TCP transportation system map describes
the transportation network needed to support the Land uses prescribed in the GeneraL Land Use
PLan. This network is graphically shown in the Recommended Street and Pedestrian CircuLation
Pattern Map (Exhibit 10). FinaLLy, the TCP impLementation eLement identifies City Comprehensive
PLan and zoning measures that wilL be needed after PLan adoption to guide private development in
accordance with the General Land Use Plan.
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As appLied to the PLanning Area through the City's Comprehensive PLan, the TCP principLes and
strategies formuLated by the VPAC are intended to be Ilcommunity deveLopment performance guide-
Lines" as foLLows:
• Proposed Overall Town Center Guiding Principles articuLate basic area-wide community
deveLopment objectives to be achieved over time through new deveLopments and
redeveLopment.
• Proposed Development/Urban Design Strategies articuLate specific deveLopment/urban
design features to be sought by the City within new and redeveLoped Land uses.
The Guiding Prindples and Development/Urban Design Strategies substantially conform with state
and regionaL pLanning poLicies and ruLes that appLy to the PLanning Area. The"matrix presented in
Appendix 11K' describes their consistency with appLicabLe state and regionaL poLicies and ruLes.
3.( C;niAin~ .::prin~ipte~AnA StrAte~ie~
The Town Center PLan features Overall Town Center Guiding Principles and Development/Urban Design
Strategies. FormuLated and approved by the VPAC through severaL meetings in the earLy stages of
the pLanning process, these principLes and strategies guided formuLation of the other eLements of
the Town Center PLan.
The Guiding PrincipLes and DeveLopment/Urban Design Strategies express Land use, design, and
impLementation strategies to be appLied to new deveLopments, major renovations and redeveLop-
ment throughout the PLanning Area. Thus, they form the poLicy reference by which current and
future individuaL Land use proposals are to be evaLuated for Town Center PLan consistency. They are
also intended to guide future revisions of the PLan in response to changing circumstances.
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When formuLating the Town Center DeveLopment/Urban Design Strategies, the VPAC identified,
evaLuated, and discussed many pLanning and urban design issues both in the abstract and in reference
to specific private deveLopments proposed within the Area. The Strategies approved by the VPAC
are presented in the ilLustrated text boxes entitLed "Town Center DeveLopment/Urban Design
Strategies" on the next few pages.
In addition to the Guiding PrincipLes and DeveLopment/Urban Design Strategies, speciaL PLanning
Area Landscape Buffering Strategy and Design Techniques and Streetscape Design Components
are presented in the next few pages. They address design, aesthetic consistency and compatibility
among new and existing Land use deveLopments. Some of them may be incorporated into the City's
Zoning Ordinance as speciaL City design review provisions.
4f
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Land use/deveLopment design guidelines that appLy to deveLopment throughout the entire Planning
Area are described in 3.1 and 3.2 of this Chapter. Additionally, the building facade should be
pedestrian friendLy and visibLe, easy to access and parking conveniently accessible. All of these are
site design priorities considered by this Plan. Finally, the Plan encourages site design practices
throughout the entire Planning Area that facilitate more intensive use of properties if market
opportunities for such "retrofitting" arise from time to time in the future. Thus, in the Planning
Area parking lots are encouraged to be laid out as blocks with perimeter drive lanes containing
sidewalks and street trees in a manner that faciLitates pedestrian access. On individual properties,
the possibility of additional retail, office, residential and structured parking is retained through
careful site planning.
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The Town Center General Land Use Plan prescribes the recommended land uses for the entire
Planning Area. Detailed land use planning and urban design recommendations in this Town
Information in this Table is based on existing land uses and known private site development plans of land owners within the Planning Area, as of June 1999. Since
1999, "planned" uses shown in the second column of this table include proposed new land uses within the Town Center Core Area and the Cornell-Walker Roads
Superblock. The projects listed in the table were either underway or in advanced planning stages when the Town Center planning process began. Because they
contribute to establishing a people-oriented Region 2040 Town Center, most of the land use proposals of major land owners are consistent with the adopted Metro
Region 2040 Growth Concept. They also enable the City to accommodate the Metro Functional Plan 2017 household and employment allocations assigned to the
Planning Area. These projects and proposals are incorporated as part of the Plan.
Town Center Plan recognition of existing and proposed land uses in the Table is not intended to prescribe precise land uses, floor areas, number of units, etc. for
specific parcels within the Planning Area. Rather, it simply acknowledges that the urban growth and urban uses reflected in the Table are anticipated to occur and
are being accommodated by this Plan. For example, some adjustments to the figures in the "Planned" column of this Table may occur although they are not expected
to be significant or material.
1 Employees is the total number of people projected to work in each use category.
2 Planned rooms include expansion of existing hotels.
3 The planned screens and seats opened in August 1997 in a building next to the existing complex.
+7
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Center PLan focus on three sub-areas: the Mixed-Use Pedestrian Corridor Area, the Town Center
Core Area and the CorneLL-WaLker Roads SuperbLock. These are undeveloped and underdeveLoped
areas in which new and major redevelopment appear imminent based on known existing private
plans and representations of property owners. Elsewhere in the Planning Area, the Town Center
General Land Use Plan recognizes and incorporates existing deveLopment and projects (see TabLe
on preceeding page), which are considered recommended land uses by this PLan. The General Land
Use Plan Map is shown in Exhibit 4. The PLan Map will be incorporated into the City's Comprehen-
sive Plan as part of the Tanasbourne Town Center Community Plan.
The PLan's recognition of the existing and committed Land uses in Table 7 is not intended to be
fixed over the entire 20-year plan period. It simpLy acknowledges that the existing and proposed
uses identified in the Table perform weLL when evaluated against the Plan's overall Guiding Prin-
cipLes and DeveLopment/Urban Design Strategies. The PLan acknowLedges that uses identified in
the TabLe have occurred, or are anticipated to occur and are being accommodated by this PLan. It
also acknowledges that these uses can achieve 2040 Town Center design objectives; and, enable
___~_8_ the City to accommodate Metro FunctionaL Plan 2017 household and employment allocations as-
signed to the PLanning Area.
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The general land uses recommended by this Town Center General Land Use Plan are multi-family
residential, commercial uses, light industrial uses and parks. Akey Plan objective is to aLLow compat-
ible mixing of uses (horizontally and verticaLLy) within individual properties only inside the Town
Center Core Area and a selected area in the Cornell-Walker Roads Superblock as shown on the General
Land Use Plan Map. This achieves City and 2040 Town Center objectives without violating State
Transportation Planning Policies. Such mixing helps create a pedestrian-active Town Center environ-
ment. City approval of any actual mixing of uses (horizontally and verticaLLy) in the Core Area and
identified portions of the Superblock is subject to a City determination that the proposed mixed-use
projects will carry out the TCP Guiding Principles and Development/Urban Design Strategies.
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When viewed in a broader, Planning Area-wide perspective, a horizontal mixing of residential,
public, retail and employment land use has already occurred throughout most of the Town Center
Planning Area. The portions of the Town Center Core Area and the Superblock shown as "Mixed-
Use" Areas on the General Land Use Map are designated to identify properties where vertical and
horizontal mixing of uses within individual parcels are contemplated by the Plan, but not required.
These "Mixed-Use" designations are intended to provide incentives for private initiative to mix
land uses within the affected properties, providing a catalyst for the evolution of people-oriented
focal points for the entire Town Center Area.
Recently built and proposed developments throughout other parts of the Planning Area are incor-
porated into this Plan. They already reflect several of the urban design strategies that are con-
tained in the Development/Urban Design Strategies.
Some of the details describing planned future development within the Core Area and the Super-
jO block are presented in this Plan document covering the Core Area and the Superblock. The Town
----Center Land Use Plan acknowledges that the Core Area will develop in accordance with known
private land uses for the area. This Plan recognizes and incorporates those land use concepts
because they are consistent with 2040 Town Center objectives.
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The Mixed-Use Pedestrian Corridor Area within the PLanning Area contains about 60 acres of deveL-
oping Land owned by Standard Insurance, the Kaiser Permanente Foundation and TrammeLL Crow
Residential (TCR). The Corridor Area is located west of Stucki Avenue between Evergreen Parkway
and Cornell Road as shown in Exhibit 5.
Recommended land uses and roadway, pedestrian and bicycle travel facilities within this Corridor
Area reflect the private deveLopment pLans of the Landowners and their deveLopers which have
been coordinated and. adjusted through the Town Center PLanning process to impLement Region
2040 Town Center design concepts. For exampLe, TCR is building about 1,000 apartment and
townhouse units at densities exceeding 24 units per acre in the Corridor Area. Within the Town
Center Core Area, also a part of the Corridor Area, the deveLopment of approximateLy 225,000 to
365,000 square feet of retail shopping, as weLL as about 135,000 square feet of office space is
proposed. Kaiser anticipates expanding its Sunset MedicaL Office from its current size of approxi-
mateLy 49,000 square feet to a totaL of about 136,000 square feet on the 16.5 acres Kaiser owns _~_3 _
within the Corridor Area. Roughly 5 acres of the Kaiser site couLd be used for mixed-use deveLop-
ment in the future. The proposed land uses and pubLic faciLities anticipated within the Corridor
Area and shown in Exhibit 6 are recognized by the Town Center PLan.
3.3.2 :peA,e.strilf,n ~elf,tnre.s bt tne ebrriA,br A reA
The foLLowing is a description of the Corridor Area's pedestrian-oriented deveLopment features that
secure its roLe as one of the primary peopLe activity centers within the Tanasbourne Town Center.
NW 194th Terrace. ALinear pedestrian
and activity-oriented corridor (NW 194th
Terrace), created by a pedestrian-scaLe
street has been constructed within the
Corridor Area and wilL provide opportu-
nities for muLti-modal traveL. Along its
southern portion, the corridor leads to
the pLanned retail and empLoyment uses
within the Town Center Core Area. This
corridor will provide a Link for office
HW 194TH TERRACE
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complexes north of Evergreen and office complexes south of Cornell to be connected to the Town
Center Core Area. At the north end of the corridor currently approved plans call for smaller,
pedestrian-oriented convenience shops facing open plaza spaces serving workers and visitors at
the Sunset Center. NW 194th Terrace will serve as the activity central spine of the Core Area. Along
that spine, pedestrian, bicycle and slow-moving vehicular travel (including on-street parking) will
occur.
NW 194th Terrace will support and complement the planned land uses within the 60-acre Mixed-
Use Pedestrian Corridor Area. It will become a north-south axis of the Pedestrian Corridor Area
providing a pedestrian-friendly link between residential, office, retail and other uses in the Core
Area (See Exhibit 6). It is designed to include a single traffic lane in each direction, with a center
turn lane as necessary, wider sidewalks, buffered by curbs and lanscaping within its right of way to
accomodate future pedestrian traffic. NW 194th Terrace connects the homes, businesses, and planned
pedestrian activities within the Pedestrian Corridor with 770,000 square feet of office space being
1"4 built immediately to the north along Tanasbourne Drive and with the 2.4 million square feet of
----
office and flex space located in the Amberglen Business Center located directly south of CorneLL
Road. On-street parking will be permitted where the street passes between the Palladia Apartments
and the existing Kaiser Sunset Medical Center. (See Exhibit 7 for a summary of lane and parking
widths for NW 194th Terrace). Access from NW 194th Terrace from adjoining properties is described
in Table 8.
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Streetscape design strategies implemented throughout the Planning Area also apply along NW
194th Terrace. These are discussed on page 46.
Interior streets. Pedestrian scale streets within the Pedestrian Corridor are being built to connect
the extensive surrounding multi-family areas with retail and commercial uses planned within the
Town Center Core Area. These will be clearly defined pedestrian zones featuring sidewalks with
clearly marked crossings. Automobile access to the Core Area from the exterior major arterials -
Cornell Road, Stucki Avenue and Evergreen Parkway - will comply with public access management
requirements.
Within the Mixed-Use Pedestrian Corridor Area, 19 acres located near the intersection of Cornell
Road/Stucki Avenue may contain mixed-use development, mixed both vertically and horizontally.
This Town Center Core Area is expected to become the
centerpiece and focal point of the Tanasbourne Town Center,
and will likely become the retail, residential, business, civic
and social hub of the larger Tanasbourne community. This
concentration of mixed-use development opportunities within
and near the Core Area is intended to shift the focus of
Metro Region 2040 Town Center designation at the
Tanasbourne area away form the retail uses along NW 185th
Avenue and toward the planned Mixed-Use Pedestrian Corridor
Area and, especially, toward the Town Center Core Area.
The 60-acre Mixed-Use Pedestrian Corridor Area is antici-
pated to have office, retail and multi-family uses in both
separated and mixed-use forms. Planned development
within the Core Area will contribute the retail and service components of this Corridor Area mixture
of uses.
Within the Planning Area, parks, plazas and open spaces are being planned by both the City's Parks
and Recreation department in conjunction with major land owners in the area. These new facilities
include the planned development within the Core Area of one or more publicly accessible plazas or
similar spaces that are to be linked either directly or through pedestrian walkways with each other,
1"7
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and with a nearby public park planned for development across 194th Terrace. The development of
these plazas or open spaces shall be designed to link physically with the park/open space across
194th Terrace so that, together, all of these spaces form a continuous and unified area for recre-
ation, as well as enable safe pedestrian travel between the Core Area and the high density residen-
tial properties within the Mixed-Use Pedestrian Corridor Area. City land use and development
regulations should be applied in ways that ensure that the design and spatial arrangement of Core
Area uses achieve both the 2040 Town Center design concepts, applicable State transportation
planning rules relating to multi-modal travel, pedestrian and bike travel, as well as the private
objectives of the projects.
Uses. The 19-acre (gross) Core Area (15.5 net buildable acres) will be predominantly retail,
however, some office use and other compatible uses either mixed with or separate from the retail
uses would be permissible. Substantial amounts of higher density multi-family housing are being
developed immediately west of the Core Area across NW 194th Terrace. Additional multi-family
development has also been constructed east of the Core Area across Stucki Avenue. The Core Area
j8 is designated for IIMixed-Use" to allow a future ability within the Core Area to have a vertical as
----
well as horizontal mixing of uses should future opportunities or economic reasons encourage such
a mixing of uses.
Scale. The Core may accommodate both large- and small-scale retail uses serving an extended
market area.
Access. Trips to and from the Core Area from immediately surrounding neighborhoods are ex-
pected to be by various modes, including walking and biking, while trips from the larger Core Area's
market area are likely to be by automobile, because there is a lack of convenient frequent local bus
service to the Area. Although local bus service will improve, vehicular access with adequate
parking will continue to be important and required. Structured parking is encouraged. Core Area
planning accommodates and encourages transit, pedestrian and bike trips to and within the Core
Area by providing interior local street and pathway connections that include attractive sidewalks,
biking and transit opportunities.
Form: The general land use (commercial and residential) plan designations for the Commercial
Core Area provide flexibility to develop an urban form that can meet the operational and financial
requirements of retailers. Avertical mix of uses and increased land use intensity is encouraged.
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3.3.4 Town Center "Cornell-Walker Roads
Superblock" Plan
The Cornell-Walker Roads Superblock represents another unique and current opportunity within the
Town Center Planning Area to implement the Region 2040 town center concepts. Containing
approximately 76 acres, the Superblock is bounded by Cornell Road, NW 185th Avenue, Walker
Road and Stucki Avenue. A parcel forming the western tip of the Superblock is not within the 6 3
Planning Area. It comprises land within the Amberglen Business Center, which has been planned
through the City's Light Rail Station Area Planning effort. Because the Superblock involves
redevelopment and fragmented ownership, redevelopment may take longer in the Superblock than
the new development within the Town Center Core Area. There are currently 15 single-family
homes, many of whose owners are expected to participate in redevelopment eventually. Exhibit 8
shows the proposed General Land Use Plan for the Superblock.
3.3.5 Neighborhood Elements
The Superblock is ripe for new development and redevelopment. However, it requires carefull
planning and design to protect existing homes and businesses that wish to participate in redevelopment
later rather than now. In light of this, in addition to the Town Center Guiding Principles and the
Town Center Development/Urban Design Strategies that apply throughout the Planning Area,
redevelopment and design within the Superblock are also subject to the "Cornell-Walker Roads
Superblock Neighborhood Elements". Formulated as a result of special meetings with affected
property owners and residents and endorsed by the VPAC, the Elements are implemented by the
General Land Use Plan for the Superblock.
Together, the Superblock General Land Use Plan Map and the "Cornell-Walker Road Superblock
Neighborhood Elements" will be incorporated into the City's implementing ordinances by zoning
ordinance amendments to the City's development review regulations. These development policies
will guide future development within the Superblock. They are the Plan's policy basis for preparing
and applying City mixed-use zone standards for applicationto actual redevelopment within the area.
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Consistent with the general
thrust ofthe Town Center Plan,
these development policies do
not fix the precise locations of
specific types of land uses
including any mixing of uses
within the Superblock. The
precise and final locations of
such land uses will be
established at the time of
Development Review or
Planned Unit Development
approval. These development
policies describe the preferred
general land use pattern and
general locations of interior
streets to be achieved within the
Superblock. This approach
was preferred by the Village
Center Planning Advisory
Committee and the majority of
the Superblock landowners.
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The Town Center PLan identifies forecasted Mode SpLit Assumptions within the PLanning Area. The
Metro traveL-demand forecast modeL provides transit mode shares (or "mode spLit") at the TAZ LeveL
throughout the region based on the forecasted year 2015 Land uses and regionaL transportation network
(which includes Light rail transit (LRT) service).
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~~ This part of the Town Center Plan Report addresses the transportation system• improvements needed to support the PLan's proposed Land uses as shown in the TownCenter GeneraL Land Use PLan Map. It also describes how the pLanned transportation
system for the Town Center PLanning Area satisfies appLicabLe pubLic poLicy priorities and plans. In 67
addition, it Looks at other pubLic infrastructure including water, sanitary sewer and storm drainage.
7:rllnspbrtllfibn IlnA Jnfrllstructure
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This section describes how the Town Center PLan compLies with appLicabLe State and RegionaL
transportation poLicies and the City's Transportation System PLan. The Town Center PLanning Area
encompasses five Metro Traffic AnaLyses Zones (TAZ) (See Exhibit 9). The existing transportation
system within the PLanning Area is described in Part 1.3 of this report. The pLanned extension of
NW 194th Terrace to become a potentiaL pedestrian axis Linking within the Town Center Core Area
is described in Part 3.3.2.
.:f.f.f
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TabLe 9 summarizes the transit mode share data for the TAZ's in the PLanning Area, showing inbound
and outbound trips. For perspective, the transit share for some other TAZ are also shown.
4.f •2 7:rep
qenerAtebn
The Town Center PLan aLso
estimates the trip generation
that wilL occur upon fuLL
impLementation of the Land uses
recognized and recommended by
the PLan and shown on the
GeneraL Land Use PLan Map. As
___~_8_ part of'the City's Transportation
System Plan, OKS Associates
reviewed all existing and planned
land uses within the Town Center
Planning Area. The results are
shown in Tables 10 and 11.
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Atraffic impact analysis for the Mixed-Use Pedestrian Corridor Area using the land use designation
changes shown on the General Land Use Plan Maps was prepared by DKS Associates (See Appendix
B). The Mixed-Use Pedestrian Corridor Area includes the Town Center Core Area. It is estimated
that all of the existing and planned land uses within the Mixed-Use Pedestrian Corridor Area would
generate about 120 fewer daily afternoon peak trips to the Pedestrian Corridor Area than the peak
trips that could be generated if this area developed according to City comprehensive plan land use
designations existing prior to City approval of HCP 1-97. This estimate does not include vehicular
trip reductions that may result from combining nearby residential and commercial uses within the
Town Center Core Area.
A Planned Unit Development (PUD) application (HCP 1-97) was recently approved by the City for
property situated between NW Evergreen Parkway and the Sunset Highway, west of Stucki Avenue. 7f
Initiated jointly by Standard Insurance and the Melvin Mark Development Company, it proposes ----
development of the "Sunset Center at Tanasbourne", an office park. This project directly comple-
ments and supports the creation of a mixed-use area within the Town Center Core Area.
The Town Center Core Area wiLL provide employment and shopping opportunities as well as urban
conveniences and amenities such as restaurants that are within walking or biking distances of high-
density residential and employment areas within and near the Mixed-Use Pedestrian Corridor Area.
The traffic impact study (Appendix B) f~r the Town Center Planning Area also reviewed the roadway
level-of-service (LOS) impacts of potential trips that would be generated from the Superblock
under two scenarios: First, trips generated at build-out of the Superblock under current City zon-
ing. Second, trips generated at build-out under the planned Superblock land use pattern. A
detailed discussion of the results of this review is contained in Appendix B. The review found that:
• There was no significant difference in the impacts on level of service of surrounding roadways
under either scenario as level of service results did not change in both cases. The level of
service of roadways and intersections within the Town Center Area and surrounding communities
at build-out of the Superblock as planned, would generally remain at LOS "0" if improvements to
these roadways already planned in the TSP are made as proposed. The exceptions would be at
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intersections along NW 185th Avenue (Cornell Road/185th Avenue and Walker Road/185th Av-
enue), which would drop to a level below LOS "0" but still be in compliance with the LOS
standards prescribed in Title 6 of the Metro Functional Plan.
• The proposed Superblock land use plan could produce a 27% internal trip capture rate under
certain circumstances described in Appendix B, including the development of some mixed-uses
in the area.
• Vehicle trip generation within the Superblock would be slightly less under the Superblock Land
use pLan than under build-out based on existing City zoning of the area, assuming a 27%
internaL trip capture rate.
• Mixed-use development within the SuperbLock wiLL reduce externaL trips and create an
opportunity to increase the use of aLternative traveL modes.
4.2 Specifec Trltn.spbrtlttibn Sy,.stenr.
Jnr.prbVenr.ent.s
The Town Center PLan adopts and incorporates severaL specific transportation system improve-
ments recommended for the PLanning Area by the new City Transportation System PLan Update
(JuLy 1999). These improvements, which are described below, are needed to support existing and
pLanned Land uses within the Planning Area at build-out and to maintain roadway LeveL of Service
(LOS) 0 throughout most of the Area at build-out consistent with the new City TSP (LOS 0 means
utilization at 80% to 90% of roadway/intersection design capacity).
Consistent with Title 6 of the adopted Metro Urban Growth Management FunctionaL PLan the proposed
roadway improvements are recommended by the TSP because aLternative transit or transportation
mode analysis conducted by OKS Associates indicated no significant changes to the mode spLit
shares identified in Section 4.2.2 in the foreseeable future. When made, these improvements will
enable most of the Area's transportation system to operate at LOS 0 throughout the active planning
horizon of 20 years, thereby exceeding the LOS standard for Regional 2040 Town Centers established
by Title 6. As the Area approaches build-out, traffic mitigation improvements will be needed at two
intersections aLong NW 185th Avenue where it crosses WaLker and Cornell Roads and at the Evergreen
Road/CorneLius Pass intersection.
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The State Transportation Planning RuLe (OAR 660-12) has generated transportation-reLated policies
and standards that appLy to the PLanning Area and need to be addressed by the Town Center PLan.
These include provisions within the State's Transportation System Plan that concern US Highway
26 (the Sunset Highway), which links the Planning Area to the regional and state transportation
systems, and provisions encouraging the deveLopment and use of muLti-modal travel, including such
alternative modes as pubLic transit and bicycle and pedestrian traveL.
The key Sunset Highway issues relating to the Tanasbourne Town Center Plan concern needed
improvements to the Highway as part of ODOT's Sunset Corridor Plan in order to maintain its
capacity and functional levels of service while providing adequate access to and from the Planning
Area. These issues are addressed in the City's Transportation System Plan.
The City TSP concluded that, without improvements increasing Sunset Highway capacity, each of
its interchanges serving Hillsboro will fail to provide adequate future levels of service. The TSP
makes several recommendations relating to maintaining Sunset Highway capacity at its NW 185th _7:_'3 _
Avenue Interchange and near the Planning Area that are incorporated into and recommended by
the Town Center Plan, they are as foLlows:
• Add turning lanes from NW 185th Avenue onto the east-bound freeway on-ramp.
• Support the City of Beaverton, Washington County and ODOT in deveLopment of an overpass
extending NW 173rd Avenue north over the Sunset Highway to connect with NW Bronson Street.
Metro modeling using EMME2 software indicates an immediate Lessening impact on traffic voL-
umes aLong NW 185th Avenue if this project is compLeted, because it reduces the need for traffic
detour to NW 185th Avenue simply to cross the highway.
• Widen the highway immediately to 6 lanes (3 in each direction) from the current 4 lanes from
where 6 lanes currently ends (at the Cedar Hills Blvd. interchange) to the NW 185th Avenue
interchange, about 3 miles. Further extend the 6 Lanes west 2 miles to the Jackson School Road
intersection soon after the year 2015, to deal with anticipated heavy ramp voLumes at the
CorneLius Pass Road and Shute Road interchanges.
The TSP also proposes a new overpass crossing the Sunset Highway to the west of NW 185th
Avenue, between NW CorneLius Pass Road and NW Shute Road. Its impact on easing traffic voLumes
aLong NW 185th Avenue, wouLd not be as dramatic as the NW174th Avenue extension, but would
heLp. This new overpass would benefit the Sunset Highway, Shute Road and Cornelius Pass Road
interchanges.
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Even with both new crossings of the Sunset Highway, the segment of NW 185th Avenue south of
Cornell Road will continue to operate over capacity. The City TSP recommends eventually widening
this segment of NW 185th Avenue, when existing capacity has been reached, from 5 to Tlanes to
maintain an acceptable level of service and roadway performance. The connection of planned east-
west roads in the area immediately south of the Planning Area by proposed new north-south routes
within the Superblock will help draw some traffic away from this segment of NW 185th Avenue.
Projects directly south of the Superblock include extending Amberglen Parkway as a 3-lane road-
way from Walker Road to NW 206th Avenue and extending Salix from the light rail station to Walker
Road as a 2-3 lane roadway.
The City's TSP prescribes functional roadway classifications that will apply to roadways within the
Town Center Planning Area and are consistent with those in the Metro Regional Motor Vehicle
7"f System, Draft 3.0 July 1997. Classifications, and their corresponding design features for the
---- primary roadways in the Area are shown in Table 12 and 13. These are incorporated by reference
into the Town Center Plan.
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The City TSP states that most of the Area's roadway system, with the improvements listed in TabLe
13 and recommended by the TSP, wiLL function at LeveL of Service (LOS) Dthroughout the PLanning
Area at buiLd~outof aLL existing and pLanned Land uses shown on the Town Center GeneraL Land Use
PLan Map. This wouLd put the roadways in substantiaL compLiance with TitLe 6 of the Metro
FunctionaL PLan.
4.2.3 :peltestrtJfn Jfnlt Et~~~te ~Jf~ittties
SeveraL recommended and prioritized City TSP strategies that appLy to the PLanning Area address
State Transportation Planning RuLe (TPR) bicycle and pedestrian requirements. These are incorpo-
rated by reference into the PLan to guide the deveLopment of pedestrian and bike faciLities within
the Area:
• Where sidewaLks and bikeways generaLLy exist, fiLL gaps through pubLic projects and private
deveLopment approvaL conditions.
• SignaLize pedestrian crossings whenever existing/projected traffic voLumes/fLows require.
• Construct bike Lanes with arteriaL and coLLector roadway improvement projects, except on LocaLj
minor collector streets in Main Street mixed-use area where wide sidewaLks and on-street park-
ing are pLanned.
• Provide pedestrian corridors to transit stations and transit stops and bicycle corridors for recre-
ationaL needs.
• Provide pedestrian and bicycle corridors that commuters might use.
• Connect key pedestrian and bicycle corridors to schools, parks, recreationaL uses and activity
centers.
• Provide pedestrian and bicycle corridors that connect neighborhoods.
• Provide bicycle corridors that faciLitate mobility to and within commerciaL areas.
7f
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AdditionaLLy, several City TSP policies appLy to aLL future developments within the PLanning Area:
• Bikeways and pedestrian facilities must be constructed on major, new or reconstructed arteriaL
and collectors as part of the roadway project.
• Convenient access to existing or pLanned bike and pedestrian faciLities must be provided from
nearby schools, parks, pubLic faciLities and retail areas.
• Nearby community service, commerciaL, and high-empLoyment industriaL Land uses must be
convenientLy accessible to pedestrians, bicyclists and transit riders.
• Local streets must be designed to facilitate street connectivity and Limit out-of-direction
traveL. Connectivity must be provided to and from activity centers and destinations, with
priority for pedestrian connections.
___~_'O_. RegionaL trails shouLd be linked to Hillsboro's bicycle and pedestrian pLans. (The Rock Creek
Greenway wilL have a major regionaL trail; a trail in the Bronson Creek Corridor is also pro-
posed).
.:f.2.4 S pe~ttt~ .::pel!e.strtlfn ifnI! 15t~y~te -;rlf~tttt't
JIf.-£prbvelf.-£ent.s
ALL streets within the PLanning Area
either have sidewaLks or wiLL have
sidewaLks when a street is fully
improved or property adjacent to a
street deveLops. Bike Lanes are
provided along NW 185th Avenue,
Evergreen Parkway, Cornell Road, Stucki
Road, and the rebuilt portions of WaLker
(that is, aLong the shopping center and
apartments) and are proposed for NW
188th Avenue. AmuLti-use pedestrian
bike path along Rock Creek exists from
Rock Creek Boulevard north of the SIDEWALK AND BIKE lANE ALONG EVERGREEN PARKWAY
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Sunset Highway to John Olsen Avenue at a point midway between Evergreen Parkway and Cornell
Road. Existing and proposed local streets will accommodate bicycles on the roadway in Mixed-Use
Areas, where low traffic volumes and speeds occur.
The TSP describes a "Pedestrian Master Plan" and a "Bicycle Master Plan" that show the location of
existing and future pedestrian and bike facilities systems in the Planning Area and corresponding
"Action Plans" that identify future improvements needed to complete the systems.
The extension of Westside Light Rail Transit (MAX) Service in September 1998 by Tri-Met (the Tri-
County Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon) changed how transit service was provided
in Washington County and the Cities of Beaverton and Hillsboro. Bus routes were added and/or
altered to serve light rail stations south of the Tanasbourne Area at the 185th Avenue/Willow Creek
Transit Center. The 185th Avenue/Willow Creek Transit Center also includes a Park and Ride Facil-
ity. Six bus routes (including 5 that provide service to the Tanasbourne Area) stop at the Willow _7_'1 _
Creek Transit Center allowing connections to light rail as well as transfer points to other bus routes.
Five Tri-Met bus routes currently serve the Tanasbourne Area - an increase of two bus routes prior
to the extension of Westside Light Rail service. With the exception of the 49S (a shuttle route that
primarily serves Oregon Graduate Institute and the Amberglen Business Center), all of the Tanasbourne
Town Center bus routes provide weekend service to the Area. Routes 47 and 48 connect the
Tanasbourne Area with the Hillsboro Transit Center (located in downtown Hillsboro). Route 47
(Baseline) travels east along Baseline Road, turning north on NW 231st/229th Avenues then head-
ing east on NW Evergreen Parkway before it turns south on NW 185th Avenue and terminates at the
185th Avenue Transit Center (TC). Route 48 (Cornell) is a more direct route which travels on
Cornell Road to its intersection with NW 185th Avenue, where it heads south on NW 185th Avenue
terminating at the 185th Avenue/Willow Creek Transit Center.
Route 52 (Farmington-185th) provides both north-south transit service via 185th Avenue and
east-west service from 185th Avenue TC to the Beaverton TC. This route provides a regional
connection between Portland Community College's Rock Creek Campus and the City of Beaverton.
The connection between the Rock Creek neighborhoods and the Tanasbourne Area is provided by
Route 89 (Tanasbourne). Route 89 also provides transit service between the Sunset Transit Center
to the Tanasbourne Area via Cornell Road.
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Route 49S (Willow Creek Shuttle) is the only shuttLe service provided in the Tanasbourne Area. This
shuttle route is a result of employers in the area teaming up with Tri-Met to create bus service that
connects employment areas to MAX. Route 49S passes through the Oregon Graduate Institute as it
makes a loop using Walker Road.
4.3
PubLic infrastructure including water, sanitary sewer, and storm drainage are discussed in this section.
4·3·f
The water system serving the Planning Area is performing adequateLy and has sufficient capacity to
serve the Area at build-out. There are no known supply or quality deficiencies or problem areas.
No future improvements are planned at this time.
The system is maintained, and water is supplied by the TuaLatin Valley Water District. The Area is
served by a l2-inch ductile iron pipe (DIP) within the NW Evergreen Parkway right-of-way, a 20-
80 inch concrete cylinder pipe (CCP) within CorneLL Road and a 16-inch DIP within NW l85th Avenue..
----
The system also has a 10-inch DIP in NW Tanasbourne Drive and 8-inch DIPs in John Olsen Avenue,
Stucki Avenue and Walker Road. All of these waterLines were built within the last 10 years.
The existing Washington County Unified Sewerage Agency (USA) sewer system serving the area is perform-
ing adequateLy. There are no known sewer system defidendes or probLems within the Planning Area.
The Area is served by a 48-inch concrete line running along Rock Creek and a 24-inch concrete line
along Bronson Creek. The system also includes a 10-inch concrete sewer line in NW l85th Avenue
and 8-inch sewer lines in NW Tanasbourne Drive, NW Evergreen, Cornell and Stucki Roads.
The City of Hillsboro Sewer Master PLan recommends enlarging the 8-inch Line within Stucki Avenue
to a 10-inch Line, building an a-inch Line from Rock Creek to NW Tanasbourne Drive. These shouLd
enable the system to adequateLy serve the Area at build-out.
4.3·3
The existing storm drainage system serving the Area is performing adequately. There are no known
storm drainage system deficiendes or problems. Drainage systems aLong NW Evergreen Parkway, NW
Tanasbourne Drive, and CorneLL Road flow directLy into Rock Creek. Asystem along NW l85th Avenue
carries runoff into Bronson Creek.
L;
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The City's Zoning Ordinance also will be amended to include a new Mixed-Use Zone that wilL enabLe
the deveLopment of mixed land uses in areas designated for potentiaL mixed-use deveLopment in
Implementation of the Town Center Land Use PLan and consistent private-sector pLans filed for
projects within the Planning Area wilL occur in several ways. First, aLL the Town Center Plan
eLements (i.e., The General Land Use Plan or SpeciaL Tanasbourne Town Center Development Poli-
cies) will be incorporated into the City's comprehensive plan by the adoption of this Plan as a City
IICommunity Plan".
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@ Adoption and enforcement of implementing land use regulations for a plan do not
~ aLone resuLt in plan impLementation. SuccessfuL impLementation also requires working
with stakehoLders associated with a pLanning area and attaining their acceptance
and impLementation of pLan goals, policies and strategies.
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In Hillsboro, City Land use pLans are impLemented by applying City zoning and other land use
regulations to private land use applications and by constructing public facilities in accordance with
approved City Public Facility Plans. Implementation of the Town Center PLan pubLic facility recom-
mendations relating to transportation system improvements, and proposed new park facilities will
occur through City, State, Regional, County and special-district capital budgets and operating
programs through which such facilities are funded and constructed. ImpLementation of these
recommendations also will occur through the City land use permit processes as private develop-
ment proposals trigger the need for construction within areas targeted for new or improved sewer,
water, roads, parks and other facilities.
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the Town Center General Land Use Plan. This new zone will give affected property owners the
ability, upon application for such zoning, to develop mixed uses on their properties. The Mixed-
Use Zone will also enable them to develop non mixed uses on their properties that are consistent
with the policy provisions of the Town Center Plan as well as the Town Center General Land Use
Plan. Together with the existing City Planned Unit Development (PUD) Zone (Section 127 of the
Zoning Ordinance) and Development Review and Approval Ordinance (Sec. 133 of the Zoning Ordi-
nance), the new Mixed-Use Zone wiLL provide alternative enabling land use regulations that imple-
ment the Town Center Plan. The new Mixed-Use Zone wiLL apply to the Town Center Core Area and
the Mixed-Use area designated within the Cornell-Walker Roads Superblock. The new Mixed-Use
Zone will be prepared as a part of the development of a new City Community Development Code
beginning in the Fall of 1999 as part of the City's Periodic Review.
Finally, the Town Center Plan transportation system recommendations and elements wiLL be imple-
mented through City and private sector implementation of provisions in the City TSP applicable to
the Planning Area relating to arterials and coLLectors, pedestrian and bikeway facilities, transit and
__8_'.:f_ other travel modes. In addition, interior roadways and pedestrian and bikeway systems within the
Core Area and Superblock are to be implemented as conditions of land use permit approvals sought
by the owners of properties in these two areas.
j.f .privJtte-Se~tbr j H1.l'teH1.entAtibn
Under adopted State and regional transportation growth management and land use policies, much
of-the existing retail development in the Area could not now be built as originally designed.
Because long-term agreements including 99-year leases underlie most of this development, it is
likely that such development will attain only partial complete compliance with these policies
within the Town Center Plan's 20-year horizon. For existing developments, the Plan thus envisions
incremental compliance as specific projects seek to renovate or redevelop. Landowners and devel-
opers early in the process agreed that the goal of the Town Center Plan was to assure over time
that redevelopment conforms with the Plan's principles, strategies and guidelines. These prin-
ciples are intended to govern City review of future redevelopment projects as they arise.
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Town Center PLanning Area stakehoLders activeLy participated in setting proposed Land uses and
project densities within the Town Center Core Area and the CorneLL-WaLker Roads SuperbLock that
impLement the 2040 town center design for the Area. Representatives of most of the stakehoLders
are members of the VPAC.
Regarding undeveLoped and underdeveLoped parts of the PLanning Area, the stakehoLders generaLLy
agreed these areas wouLd deveLop in accordance with private deveLopment pLans that have been
recentLy permitted under City pLanning permits, or are in the process of attaining City permits,
provided they are consistent with the Town Center Overall Guiding PrincipLes and DeveLopment/
Urban Design Strategies and, thus, generaLLy impLement the Region 2040 Town Center design
concepts.
These agreed-to parameters served to focus Town Center Land use pLanning on integrating and
coordinating City and private deveLopment priorities for the PLanning Area, and on detailed Land 8 j
use pLanning onLy for the undeveLoped and underdeveLoped areas - that is, the Town Center Core ----
Area and the CorneLL-WaLker Roads SuperbLock.
As part of requiring that deveLopment pLans satisfy Town Center Guiding PrincipLes and the 2040
town center design objectives, the stakehoLders and VPAC recommended appLying an approach to
Town Center planning that transcends traditional pubLic sector, prescriptive styLe Land use pLan-
ning. The preferred approach provides Land use designations and impLementing reguLations that
reflect a private-pubLic partnership and the need for fLexibiLity in the face of evoLving conditions.
This cooperative spirit has created a strong commitment by PLanning Area deveLopers to impLe-
ment the PLan.
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The Principles, Strategies and Elements are generaL (Town Center PrincipLes and DeveLopment/
Urban Design Strategies) as well as specific (Town Center Core Area and the CornelL-WaLker Roads
SuperbLock). They were developed with the advice of the Tanasbourne Village Center PLanning
Advisory Committee (VPAC) and were approved by that Committee.
The purpose of the matrix is to show how the Town Center OveralL Guiding PrincipLes, Develop-
ment/Urban Design Strategies and Cornell-WaLker Roads SuperbLock Neighborhood Elements are
substantially consistent with applicabLe State and Metro growth management and transportation
pLanning policies contained in the Metro Urban Growth Management Functional Plan, the Metro
Framework PLan, and reLevant provisions in the State Transportation PLanning RuLe as incorporated
into the City's Zoning Ordinance. Consistency is shown by cross-referencing particuLar Town Center
principLes, strategies and urban design provisions with adopted State and RegionaL provisions that
P LANC E N T E RTA N A S B 0 URN E @ TOWN
~!I§) The following matrix describes how the Tanasboume Town Center Plan complies with 87• applicable State and Metro growth management and transportation planning poli-cies. It identifies Town Center Plan guiding principles, development and urban de-
sign strategies that upon application to new developments and redevelopment projects within the
Town Center Planning Area will implement regional and state policies. There are three areas where
Town Center principles apply: Town Center Guiding Principles and Development/Urban Design Strat-
egies, which apply throughout the Planning Area, the Town Center Core Area and the Cornell-
Walker Roads Superblock.
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are to be impLemented by the referenced principle, strategy and/or provision. The matrix does not
attempt to demonstrate a word for word matching of Town Center policy provisions with state or
regionaL provisions. Instead it matches substantive directions contained in the principLes with
regional and state provisions.
The matrix documents the consistency of various Town Center policy provisions and development
guidelines with related measures in the adopted Metro Growth Management Functional Plan, Titles
1 through 7. Additionally, the matrix identifies consistencies among Town Center provisions with
related poLicies in several Chapters of the Metro Framework Plan. FinaLLy, the matrix describes
detailed compliance of certain Town Center principles, strategies, etc. with specific transportation
planning poLicies and ruLes contained in OAR Chap. 660, Div. 12, the Oregon Transportation PLan~
ning Rule (TRP). The matrix focuses especially on TPR poLicies relating to building design and
orientation to streets, multi~modal travel opportunities, and street connectivity which apply to the
local and coLLector streets in the Town Center Planning Area and pedestrian and bike travel and
pathway routes. At the City Level, provisions in Section 133, DeveLopment Review and Section 84,
___fIt_~_Off-Street Parking of the Hillsboro Zoning Ordinance implement the TPR.
A. Asafe, convenient and attractive public or private town center(s) should
protect and enhance the economic and social vitality and health of the study area.
B. The I'Town Center" may consist of one or more physical locations which integrat
with and add value to the surrounding Tanasbourne area
C. Rexible Ctr. planning, design guidelines & development approval processes should
accommodate changes in the mkt. place & regulatory environment while protecting
the area's economic & residential vitality & preserving public health, safety & welfare
1. Encourage one or more public and/or private squares, plazas or buildings
that provide an easily identifiable and recognized physicall social and ceremonial
focal point(s).
2. Encourage parks, plazas, schools, churches, public buildings and other
gathering places and uses which compLement and support the Center(s).
3. Encourage a mixture of residential, retail, workpLace and civic uses
that contribute to home and business needs of the community, in convenient
proximity to the Center(s).
4. Encourage upgraded, attractive building facades, storefronts and signage that
enliven the street experience, increase retail and other types of desirable
traffic and contribute to the Center(s) as an amenity and destination.
5. Encourage a business environment that contains adequate pubLic and
private vehicle access and parking, building visibility, infrastructure and other
market amenities.
6. Encourage a range and flexibility of attractive, new and recycled housing
and costs which accommodate age group and economic diversity.
7. Encourage a network of safe, convenient and beautiful streets and pathways
that provide aLternative traffic routes and parking options while facilitating
waLking, biking and wheelchair uses.
8. Encourage deveLopment and redeveLopment patterns that achieve com-
patibility between compact development and preservation of natural resources.
9. Encourage compatibility with and appropriate connection to surrounding
properties and land uses, as weLL as the region.
10. Encourage flexible, simplified and streamLined regulations and codes that
reward positive changes in development patterns.
1. Medium to high density residential community with supporting commercial uses.
2. Development consistent with Town (e,nter Principles.
3. Pedestrian/bike accommodating and friendly.
4. Residential density minimum 14 dweLLing units per acre.
5. Neighborhood Commercial uses including offices and first floor retail.
6. General building heights: Minimum of 2 stories, maximum of 70 feet:
7. Development around existing Walker Road homes: Within 100 feet of homesites.
maximum 14 units/acre, 2 story (e.g. townhouses).
8. Develop greenway trail connections.
9. Provide access and overlook to Bronson Creek wetlands.
10. Develop pedestrian and vehicular connections to Tuality/St. Vincent
Medical Plaza and Sunset Square Shopping Plaza.
11. Provide 2 signalized road connections to Cornell Road.
12. Provide 2 to 3 road connections to Walker Road.
13. 1 to 2east-west streets which connect to north-south CornelL!
Walker access streets
14. Minimize parking lots directly adjacent to Cornell and Walker Road.
15. Provide 2+/- acre useable park within the area.
16. Provide flexibility for Amberglen to expand as a part of the neighborhood plan.
1. ALLow mixed-use with residential, commercial, office, and public uses.
, 2. Provide high density residential opportunity (min. 14 dulac - avg. 24 du/ac.).
3. Development consistent with town center principles.
4. Pedestrian/bike accommodating and friendly.
5. General building heights between 18 to 75 feet.
6. Develop strong pedestrian connections to surrounding neighborhood.
7. Provide urban town square on N.W. corner at center.
8. Explore location of public library and police and precinct in Town Center.
9. Provide a convenient internal pedestrian circulation system.
10. Provide strong pedestrian connection to Town Square and existing City Park.
11. Encourage shared or structural parking.
This working paper summarizes the background information collected for the study area, the review
of land uses in the Tanasbourne area, TSP transportation analysis findings and listing of recommended
transportation improvements for the area. The study area for the Tanasbourne Town Center project
is bounded by US Highway 26 to the north, Rock Creek to the west, Cornell and Walker Roads to the
south and NW 185th Avenue and the City of Beaverton boundary to the east. The City Transportation
System Pla'n dated May 1999 should be used together with this working paper in providing background
and findings for this Plan.
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~ In the summer of 1997, key property owners within the Tanasbourne Town Center q
Planning Area initiated a transportation study supplementing the City's Transportation ,~
System Plan (TSP) planning effort which was being undertaken by the City of Hillsboro for the same
area at the same time. During the period of time between the summer of 1997 and fall 1998,
development in the Planning Area led to the implementation of some of the subarea recommendations
of the proposed Town Center Plan (for example 194th Avenue and the Kaiser Gardens(Palladia)/
Lions Gate residential development). The preliminary draft TSP was used to provide input to the
Regional Transportation Planning effort being undertaken by Metro. The TSP provided the framework
document for the transportation analysis of the Tanasbourne Town Center.
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An inventory of traffic conditions was conducted in the fall of 1996 and has been used as a
consistent base condition for analysis for the City TSP and this Town Center Planning Area Trans-
portation System evaluation. Table 1 summarizes the traffic performance at 10 key area intersec-
tions within the Town Center Area.
While the 1996 data represents a base condition for analysis, there have been significant changes
in traffic volume for the area. For example, Evergreen Parkway was completed since 1996. Its
opening had resulted in significant increases in traffic on Evergreen within the study area. At the
same time, traffic on Cornell Road has not changed significantly. Table 2 provides a historical
summary of traffic volumes on both Evergreen and Cornell at Stucki Avenue between 1996 and
1998.
42 Bicycle lanes and pedestrian sidewalks have been installed as development has occurred in the
---- past ten years in the Tanasbourne area. All the arterial and collector streets in the study area have
bicycle lanes and sidewalks with only a segment of Walker Road west of 185th Avenue being an
exception. While sidewalks do exist today, the current connectivity of streets and existing land use
patterns are not
especiaLLy condu-
cive to walking
trips between sub-
areas of the Town
Center.
Transit service to
the study area is
provided by five
Tri-Met routes
(49S, 47, 48, 52,
and 89). These routes were recently reconfigured when Westside LRT service began in September
1998. Generally, current service is at 30 minute headways during peak times. Some routes are
limited service (weekday only, peak only). Both the 185th Avenue route and Cornell Road-to-
I
Walker Road route are considered Primary Bus routes in the Regional Public Transportation System
providing linkages to the residential areas north and south, the light rail station at Baseline/185th
(Willow Creek) and employment areas east (NikefTektronix/Sequent) and west (Intel).
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The key roadways in the study area share functional classification designations with three jurisdic-
tions (the City, Washington County and Metro). Table 3 summarizes the key designations in the
study area. Generally, all the agency designations are consistent (although different terminology
is used) with the only excpetion being Hillsboro and Metro's designation of Stucki Av.enue as a
collector while the 1998 Washington County Transportation Plan identifies it as a minor arteriaL.
Adetailed inventory of land use was conducted for the Tanasbourne Town Center' Planning Area.
Land use data was obtained from the primary landholders of the area which include Standard
Insurance, Trammell Crow Residential and Melvin Mark Development and from the Town Center
planning team. The Town Center plan recognizes and reflects the current City Comprehensive Land
t:JtI:f use designations for the majority of the lands in the study area. Only two areas are subject to
---- changes of historical zoning designations. The first is the area bounded by Cornell/Stucki/Ever-
green and identified in the Town Center Plan as the Town Center Mixed-Use Pedestrian Corridor
Area. This area was reviewed for a zone change in 1997 which was approved. The second area with
a significant change to land use in the Town Center Area is referred to in the Town Center Plan as
the Cornell-Walker Roads Superblock (the block bounded by 185th/Cornell/Walker/Amberglen Park-
way). This area is primarily undeveloped to the west and has the most vacant land within the Town
Center area.
The majority of land is built out within the study area. The primary areas where significant vacant
land exists: 1) Walker/Cornell/185th/Amberglen (the Town Center Commercial/Mixed-Use Core
Area), 2) 194th/Stucki/ Cornell; and Evergreen/194th/US 26/196th (the Cornell-WaLker Roads
SuperbLock). ALL other Lands in the study area are nearLy built-out or otherwise committed to
development. TabLe 4 outLines the existing land use (earLy 1998) and the changes foreseen with
the Tanasbourne Town Center Area. Much of the Land in the Town Center does not change from
existing uses or those uses contempLated in the Comprehensive Plan. The following two sections
describe in more detail the changes proposed by the Tanasbourne Town Center PLan in the two
subarea$ noted above.
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Town Center c:ore Area. The area adjacent to the Kaiser Permanente faciLity near 194th Avenue
has recentLy deveLoped into muLti-famiLy housing. The remaining vacant land is pLanned for retail/
commercial/mixed-use and institutionaL use (medical offices). Arezone of this subarea occurred
in 1997. The anaLysis of the rezoning indicated that the subarea wouLd generate nearLy the same
LeveL of vehicle trips with the prior zoning designation orwithin the proposed zoning. The current
plans for this subarea have changed as development pLans have been refined. The tabLe in the
appendix compares the trip generation of the current Land use proposals described in the May 1997
memo. The net result is the same - fewer weekday PM peak hour vehicle trips than under the prior
zoning of the Land as retail and institutionaL uses.
Cornell-Walker Roads Superblock. This subarea was subject to detailed pLanning by the Tanasbourne
Town Center planning team since it is reLatively undeveLoped. The Town Center pLanners identified
a mixed-use concept of deveLopment for part of the Superblock that wouLd deviate from the current
Al/A4/Cl/C4 zoning designations. An anaLysis was conducted of the land use and trip generation
potential of the subarea with existing zoning and with proposed SuperbLock Land uses. The pro-
posed Land use pLan for this subarea would resuLt in an interconnected, pedestrian-friendly Land
use pattern that includes some optionaL mixed-use deveLopment opportunities. Based upon this
proposed pattern, the trip generation analysis for the SuperbLock reflected not onLy the trip gen-
eration capacity of the Land uses, but also an estimate of the potential for trip capture/internaL
trip making due to the mixed-use nature of the plan. Research from the Institute of Transportation
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Engineers for a commercial/residential development of the scale planned for this subarea indicates
the potential for a 27% internal trip capture1 • The 27% reduction was selected based upon four
considerations:
• ASuperblock that is well interconnected, pedestrian friendly and has a mix of uses that are
mutually supportive.
• Selecting data from ITE research that most closely matches the proposed conditions for the
subarea.
• Having adjacent uses that are also supportive and reachable from within the Superblock by
walk/ bicycle/transit trips (employment opportunities to the south and southwest; retail
opportunities to the north and northwest).
q6· Using City Development Review procedures to assure the level of pedestrian and bicycle
---- connectivity as defined in the Zoning Ordinance.
With this rate of internal trip making between mixed-uses in an interconnected development, the
vehicle trip generation of the Superblock would be slightly less than it would be under the current
zoning designations. This internal trip capture or reduction of external trips is consistent with the
Transportation Planning Rule section 660-0123-060 (5) which identifies this procedure in consid-
eration of rezoning of land uses.
Using the Metro Travel Demand Forecast Model, the percentage of future trips from the Town Center
Planning Area using transit was analyzed. Table 5summarizes the transit percentage in 2015 given
existing transit service (LRT and local transit). The transit percentage target for Town Center and
Transit Station Areas as established by Metro is approximately 12 percent. While the modeling
analysis indicates that this percentage can be achieved in the Willow Creek/185th LRT station
area, the balance of land in the Town Center is unable to achieve this split without some changed
conditions. To improve the transit split for the Tanasbourne Town Center Planning Area, the
following recommendations should be considered:
1 Trip Generation, Fifth Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, 1991, page I-42.
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• Implement frequent transit service (15 minute headways in peaks) on routes designated by
Metro (as Primary Bus 185th, Cornell, Walker - Tri-Met routes 48, 52, 59).
During development review, require direct pedestrian connections to bus stops on Primary Bus
routes (existing and future).
• Emphasize pedestrian linkages between adjacent uses forthe undeveloped"commerciallands.
• Direct paths to adjacent land uses and the LRT stations should be established.
• Develop linkages to a Bronson Creek multi-use path as a means to deliver transit riders between
the commercial and mixed-use areas and bus stops on 185th Avenue and Walker Road.
• Enhanced transit service between areas north of Cornell in the Town Center and the LRT stations
at Willow Creek and Quatama (utilizing a combination of potential study area streets such as
(but not limited to) 5tuckijAmberglen, the new east-west collector, John Olsen/206th and
Walker Road should be considered. Tri-Met shuttle routes 425 and 495 should be considered for '97
expanded route coverage and headways. Coordinate with employers/stakeholders on shuttle ----
route planning and funding.
• Utilize minimum parking ratios in the Zoning Ordinance consistent with Metro parking ratios.
• With a significant increase in employment uses planned for the Town Center Area, develop
Transportation Demand Management plans (as noted in the following section) to encourage
transit use and alternative modes.
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One of the primary reasons for considering refinement of Land use in the two reLativeLy undeveL-
oped subareas in the Town Center PLanning Area was to consider a mix of use and design features
that wouLd reduce the LeveL of externaL vehicle trip making. The prior land use zoning has large
separated areas of retail, housing and institutional uses. By providing an interconnected blend of
retail, commerciaL, empLoyment and housing, trips that otherwise would have had to travel on
arteriaL streets for access can be made by other modes (waLk, bicycle, transit) or can be made on
internal streets (not using arterials).
Recent research describes factors that most infLuence the potential use of aLternative modes.
Density, mixed-use deveLopment, pedestrian-friendLy design, transit oriented development, neo-
traditionaL design and congestion/parking pricing have aLL been discussed as means to reduce
vehicle trips. Recent findings indicate that many of these have marginal infLuence on travel
behavior2; however, the most significant vehicle reductions can be achieved through high quality
'18 access to alternative modes and/or pricing strategies. Since pricing strategies are being discussed
----
at a regionaL LeveL and are difficuLt to address LocalLy, the focus for the Tanasbourne Town Center
Area shouLd be on high quality alternative mode access.
Accessibility in this discussion refers to providing access to choices for trip making. Choices for
trip making include having multipLe services and/or activities nearby within waLking distance
(mixed-use). Choices also include provision of alternative mode facilities that meet the needs and
expectations of people not using their autos which include direct-weLL lit pedestrian paths, bicycle
Lanes and Lockers, and reliabLe transit service aLL the time. Finally, choices mean being located
within reasonable waLking distance of high capacity transit. Each of these is discussed below.
Mixed~Use. SeveraL mixed-use centers in suburban settings have been built in the United States.
However, Little quantitative research is availabLe reguLating the actual mode spLit of these centers.
The first study is part of nationwide research into the influence of Land use mix and design on
transit use. This study evaluated the probability of trips made by alternative modes based upon
distance to work and Land use type. Mixed-use centers resuLted in 50 to 100% increases in the
probability of waLk and bicycle commuting compared to single use centers. This is most important
within one mile of the center.
2 Cervero, Robert, Urban Design Issues Related to Transportation Modes Desjgns and Services for Neo-Traditional Developments.
University of California, Berkeley, 1997.
Handy, Susan, Travel Behayjor Issues Related to Neo·Traditional Deyelopments -A Reyjew of the Research. University of Texas, 1997.
Influence of Land Use Mix and Neighborhood Design on Transit Demand, TCRP Project H-1, Transportation Research Board, March 1996.
Mode ofAccess and Catchment Areas of Rail Transit, TCRP Project H-1, Transportation Research Board, March 1996.
Analysis of Indirect Source Trip Activit¥ at Regional Shopping Centers, California Air Resources Board, November 1993.
Also refer to Appendix Table 1 for review of research on land use measures and travel demand.
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Two other studies provide mode split data for mixed-use centers; one in the Washington, DC area
and one in California (see app"endix for excerpts). In both studies, transit mode share of 10
percent is fully achievable in a suburban setting, but not by mix of uses alone. Other examples in
suburban settings show 2 to 6 percent of trips on transit (similar to that forecast by the Metro
model, noted above). While it is difficult to separate the defining difference(s), the lowest per-
centages of transit correspond to cases defined as having poor choices for alternative modes. "The
benefit of amixed-use center can quickly be lost without sidewalks providing direct connections
and distances between uses that are manageable for pedestrians. While mixing of land uses is not
the only factor, it is a contributing factor in reducing vehicle trips. Table 6 summarizes the
alternative mode shares and characteristics of several suburban centers. While the mode shares
are the result of several factors, the combination of good access to transit service and mixed-use
typically produces the greatest alternative mode shares. These results provide a range of potential
for transit in settings similar to the Tanasbourne Town Center.
Finding: Mbed-use development wUl reduce external trips and create an opportunity to
increase alternative mode use.
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Accessible Facilities. The research clearly points to the fact that the alternative mode shares are
insignificant in cases where sidewalks,bicyde lanes and bus stops are not provided~"The more
difficult aspect is not just the provision of these facilities, but their convenience and functional
aspects. The existing Tanasbourne Town Center Shopping Center bounded by 185th/Cornell/Sunset
Highway provides an example of this. Sidewalks and bicycle lanes are provided, but require travel
through-''large parking areas and roads with multiple conflict areas with autos (even though the
overall dimension is less than one half mile). It is not uncommon for people to drive between
stores in the center. Compare this with Washington Square where people willingly walk distances
well over a half mile. The combination of this fact and the research noted above points to the
impact that quality access has on increasing the use of alternative modes. Reducing the number of
auto conflict points, creating a compact pedestrian area and organizing uses along local streets
that are pedestrian friendLy can swing internal trip making to walking trips in the range of 10 to 30
percent of the totaL.
(00 Finding: Direct high quality access to adjacent land uses and alternative modes has the
potential to achieve the Metro Town Center mode split targets.
Location to Transit. Analysis of suburban raiL transit stations in the San Francisco area provides
a clear understanding of the vaLue of proximity to transit to aLternative mode use. The number of
waLk trips as a percent of totaL trips to the rail transit station drop as the distance from the station
increases:
• Within 1/8 mile- =.....85%
• Within 1/4 mile = - 80%
• Within 1/2 mile • -50%
• Within 1 mile Ill: <10%
• Outside 11/4 miles = 0%
The majority of the Town Center Area is outside the one mile radius of the 185th/WiLLow Creek and
205th/Quatama LRT stations. The two Locations within this radius are the two subareas where
vacant land exists (the Town Center Core Area and the SuperbLock). Because of this, the paths from
LRT to these subarea shouLd be given speciaL attention to directness of route, pedestrian design,
minimal auto crossings and controlled crossing of arterials. For the Superblock subarea, the pro-
posed SaLix Drive roadway will provide this Link. For the Core Area subarea the proposed AmbergLen
Parkway will provide the linkage. Traffic signals on Cornell and WaLker Roads will provide for safe
arteriaL crossing.
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Beyond access to rail transit, the pLacement of bus stops on-site or immediateLy adjacent to
mixed-use centers affects aLternative mode use. Convenient bus stop pLacement and direct pedes-
trian connections resuLted in 50 to 100% increases in transit mode share in the research noted.
Current Tri-Met pLans include transit routes on each of the arteriaL streets in the Town Center.
Finding: Direct paths to the LRT station to/from the Town Center Planning Area via Amberglen
Parkway, Salix Drive and 185th Avenue and planning for adjacent bus stops and
amenities will help meet the Metro mode split targets.
Other Trip Reduction Strategies for the Town Center. The unique nature of the Tanasbourne
Town Center wouLd support other trip reduction strategies, including:
• Bicycle amenities such as Lockers and convenient storage. Since many of the bike Lanes are built,
pLans for two muLti-use trails accessing the Town Center are part of the TSP (Rock Creek and
Bronson Creek) and the terrain in the area is reLativeLy fLat, the potentiaL to increase bicycle use
in this center is significant.
• Due to the proximity of severaL high technoLogy empLoyers, pLanning new residentiaL deveLopment
with high-capacity communication systems to support teLecommuting shouLd be considered.
• The OEQ EmpLoyee Commute Options program is required of empLoyers of 50 or more persons.
This program provides the framework for various trip reduction strategies and their monitoring.
Trlf,lli~ J1U1'A,~t EVA,(H.A,tibn
Future forecasts for traffic in the Town Center PLanning Area were deveLoped utilizing both the
detailed Land use forecasts (noted above) and the Metro regionaL traveL demand modeL. The two
tools were combined to produce future intersection LeveL forecasts. The forecast includes 2015
growth in aLL areas of the region pLus the Town Center PLanning Area. TabLe 7 summarizes the
resulting leveL of service with the 2015 growth in traffic including the Town Center if only existing
funding resources are used for roadway improvements (constrained funding). The lack of capacity
in this scenario defines the need for a mitigation pLan (outLined in the foLLowing section).
ImpLementing the mitigation pLan would resuLt in acceptable Levels of service at aLL study area
intersections (LOS "0" in PM peak hour) with two exceptions (185th/CorneLL, Evergreen/CorneLius
Pass in the study area and 185th/Walker south of the study area). These intersections are forecast
to operate at leveL of service "E" in the PM peak hour even after the mitigation pLan is impLe-
fOf
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mented (including the widening of 185th to seven lanes south to Walker). The TSP corridor level
of service "0" and Metro Functional Plan Title 6 level of service standards (2020 two-hour'period
based upon Metro plots) would be met for the Town Center. However, due to the constrained
operation of the 185th corridor and the low transit mode split percentages, it is recommended that
a rigorous transportation demand management and transit enhancement program be developed as
the Town Center develops. This will assure that the level of service standards will be maintained at
better than acceptable conditions.
The existing comprehensive plan allows for the Town Center Plan land uses in all areas with the
Superblock as the only exception. As stated in the prior land use section, the analysis of this area
was conducted both with existing zoning and with the planned Superblock Land uses. The results
showed no appreciable change in intersection operation. Level of service did not change in either
case. As noted above, mixed-use development can reduce external trips by capturing internal
trips. To achieve this, the design and development review of this subarea should focus on direct
and convenient pedestrian connection between land uses and transit stops.
f02
Much of the street system is built or nearly compLete in the entire Town Center Planning Area.
Traffic signals are already placed (or conditioned for funding) at the intersections of any coLLector
and arteriaL street today in the study area. The only exceptions are the intersection of Cornell
Road/188th Avenue, the future extension of 188th Avenue south to intersect with Walker Road and
the future extension of SaLix Drive to intersect with Walker Road. Additionally, most of the local
streets in the Town Center Area are built. The exception is in the Superblock subarea. The most
important street connections in this subarea are the north-south extension of 188th Avenue from
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Cornell to Walker and the east-west connection from Walker to 185th Avenue. The intersection of
188th Avenue at both Cornell and Walker Hoads shall be three lanes at the traffic signal. Other
local streets in this subarea are needed for local motor vehicle circulation and pedestrian/bicycle
connectivity to meet Metro's Title 6 and the TSP standards.
The l~vel. of service standards identified by Metro for Town Center areas for Title 6 are met with the
mitigation plan. This area would be identified as a stage II corridor analysis area as defined in the
TSP. The arterial analysis methodology would be used for monitoring level of service on 185th
Avenue, Evergreen Parkway and Cornell Road in the future. With the TSP recommended
improvements, the arterial level of service Dconditions would be maintained. Further improvement
in operating performance can be achieved by the trip reduction elements of the mitigation program.
111iti'34fibn S nlnnt4r~
Based upon the analysis of traffic conditions in 2015, the transportation improvements listed in
Table 8 are recommended by this Plan. The improvements are warranted by planned development 103
----"
both within the Tanasbourne Planning Area as well as other developments anticipated to occur
outside the Planning Area. They are proposed in order to make the transportation network inside
the Planning Area, as well as the larger Citywide roadway system function satisfactorily under the
preferred Level of Service standard for the City's roadways established in the adopted City
Transportation System Plan (TSP). Therefore, in accordance with chapter 11 of the TSP, funding for
the improvements listed in Table 8 is expected to occur through a combination of sources including
Traffic Impact Fees (TIF), System Development Charges (SDCs), Gas Tax Allocations, Washington
County MSTIP funds, Metro RTP funding, funding from the State and County pursuant to their
transportation plans for roadways under their respective jurisdiction, and other developer
contributions.
The Town Center Plan also recommends developing a local street network as development occurs.
Much of the local street network is in place within the Town Center Area. The Superblock subarea
will have the most extensive new local street network. Beyond the improvement plan in Table 8,
other recommendations for the Town Center include:
• Emphasize direct and compact pedestrian path connections with minimal auto conflicts between
pedestrian entrances to buildings in mixed-use areas, to the LRT stations to the south and to bus
stops.
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• Coordinate with pLanning and design of AmbergLen Parkway and SaLix Drive south of the Town
Center to assure high quaLity, direct, minimaL auto-conflict pedestrian and bicycle paths to LRT.
• Work in coordination with Tri-Met to enhance transit services to meet future needs of the Town
Center.
• Use the deveLopment review process to assure adequate and secure provision of bicycle parking
and direct pedestrianways. Consider shared parking and minimum parking ratios in pLanning
mixed-use areas.
• EmpLoyers shouLd meet the ECO requirements of DEQ for trip reduction pLanning.
• ImpLement mixed-use pedestrian friendLy deveLopments that are directLy Linked together for
both subareas of CorneLL/Stucki/Evergreen and WaLker/CorneLL/185th.
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1 "RTP" means the 1998 draft Metro Regional Transportation System Plan.
2 The Listed transportation projects and their respective cost estimates originate from the adopted City Transportation System PLan
(1999, TSP). Table 8 shouLd not be interpreted to mean, and does not reflect or express any existing commitment to fund the design
or construction of the transportation improvements Listed in the Table on the part of any pubLic agency or private entity which owns
or has jurisdiction over any of the transportation faciLities identified in the TabLe. In accordance with Chapter 11 of the TSP, funding
for the improvements Listed in TabLe 8 is expected to occur through a combination of sources including Traffic Impact Fees (TIF),
System DeveLopment Charges (SDCs); Gas Tax allocations, Washington County MSTIP funds, and other deveLoper contributions.
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32 4 63 Peak Hour
t114 ... 16:50-17:50 ITraffiC Smith~ IT= 1.1% P=.916 199 TEV=1847 (503) 641-633
EAST BOUND sourn BOUND NORTH BOUND WEST BOUND
TIME PERIOD ... .A. ...
FROM - TO l -lit- J ..cJ ~ Lilt- "'1 I rllt- +" ...- L ALL
16:00-16:05 3 69 4 1 1 0 0 1 7 1 48 0 135
16:05-16:10 2 69 3 3 0 0 2 1 3 2 36 2 123
16:10-16:15 2 54 3 3 0 1 2 0 6 3 49 1 124
16:15-16:20 5 76 0 0 1 0 0 0 5 1 35 0 123
·16:20-16:25 1 60 1 5 1 2 1 1 5 3 37 1 118
16:25-16:30 4 88 0 3 0 0 0 1 3 4 43 1 147
16:30-16:35 5 66 1 3 4 0 1 1 6 4 49 0 140
16:35-16:40 4 94 1 1 2 0 1 0 6 1 40 0 ~50
16:40-16:45 6 76 4 4 1 2 2 0 2 5 32 1 135
16:45-16:50 4 84 2 1 0 0 1 1 8 1 48 1 151
16:50-16:55 5 80 6 9 2 2 4 0 6 3 29 1 147
16:55-17:00 3 80 4 4 1 3 0 0 3 3 36 1 138
17:00-17:05 2 81 6 5 0 0 3 1 7 1 34 0 140
17:05-17:10 5 114 2 2 1 0 3 0 4 3 36 0 170
17:10-17:15 6 75 5 3 3 2 2 0 4 3 41 0 144
17:15-17:20 8 93 0 3 4 0 5 0 8 4 34 0 159
17:20-17:25 9 105 6 5 0 2 2 1 3 2 43 0 178
17:25-17:30 6 105 1 8 2 1 1 1 6 3 32 1 167
17:30-17:35 7 91 3 1 0 0 3 0 5 1 39 0 150
17:35-17:40 5 91 2 1 0 1 3 0 4 0 29 0 136
17:40-17:45 7 76 6 4 0 0 2 0 5 2 50 0 152
17:45-17:50 9 78 4 4 0 1 4 1 8 4 SO 3 166
17:50-17:55 3 57 1 4 2 0 1 3 3 1 18 2 95
17:55-18:00 5 75 5 4 1 0 6 2 7 3 43 1 152
Total Survey 116 1937 70 81 26 17 49 15 124 58 931 16 3440
PHF
.78 .88 .7 .68 .41 .6 .8 .5 .93 .73 .88 .5 .916% Trucks 0 1.3 0 1.2 0 0 0 0 1.6 0 1.3 6.3 1.2
Stopped Buses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0Peds 0 8 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
Hourly Totals
163116:00-17:00 44 896 29 37 13 10 14 6 60 31 482 9
16:15-17:15 50 974 32 40 16 11 18 5 59 32 460 6 1703
16:30-17:30 63 1053 38 48 20 12 25 5 63 33 454 5 181916:45-17:45 67 1075 43 46 13 11 29 4 63 26 451 4 183217:00-18:00 72 1041 41 44 13 7 35 9 64 27 449 7 1809
I .... .&.'1J..&.:.J.~. .&. .... '-'.&.'1 ... VJ,'-4'1 l"lV V J...:ol'u..;..w..'1 ... ....,-,V.&.'I J. ....,)Vl·' "... J,~L '-'1'- J..JERGREEN PARKWAY AT S'IUCKIE 2WE ( ~
A T= 1.7% P=.511 ;
N t43 ... DATE OF COUNT: 02/21/960 114 DAY OF WEEK: Wed
R 35 6 2 TIME STARTED: 16:00 ,
T
..J ~ 4- TIME ENDED: 18:00H ..-356 ..-333I.. I..
7 J L2
T= 1.3% T= 1.3%
566 - ... ..-306
1P=.760 P=.89520 i- +25 TEV=TOTAL ENTRY VOLUME JI.. T=%TRUCKS BY APPROACH
.., 1 r'" P=PHF BY APPROACH ~;1593 -.. 626 -+- '1
15 5 58 Peak Hour~51 I.. 16:40-17:40 Traffic Smithy L
-
T= 3% P=.78 178 TEV=1047 Traffic Survey- Service
.
EAST BOUND SOUTH BOUND NORTH BOUND WEST BOUND
TIME PERIOD A- I.. I..
FROM - TO -to- J ..J t 4- <4(, I ~ <4(- L :i- t ALL ~
-16: 00-16: OS 2 28 0 0 0 1· 2 " . 1'\ 1 3 24 0 61v
16:05-16:10 0 40 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 25 0 71"
16:10-16:15 1 43 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 28 0 77 .
16:15-16:20 3 47 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 23 0 78 ~
16:20-16:25 0 32 0 1 1 0 0 0 4 2 23 0 63
16:25-16:30 1 32 0 2 1 0 0 4 5 0 27 0 72 .
16:30-16:35 2 31 1 3 0 0 1 1 3 1 24 0 67 .,
16:35-16:40 1 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 20 0 70 ,
16:40-16:45 0 49 0 6 1 0 2 0 2 3 15 0 78 '
16:45-1.6:50 1 54 0 2 0 0 1 0 7 0 26 0 91
16:50-16:55 1 45 1 1 1. 0 1 1. 3 4 36 0 94·
16:55-17:00 1 37 0 2 0 0 1. 1 4 1. 22 0 69 i
- 17:00-17:05 3 56 1. ]. 0 0 0 1 5 4 22 0 93
1
17:05-17:10 0 57 0 7 1 1 0 1 7 1 29 0 104
17:10-1.7:15 4 73 1 3 2 0 1. 1 9 2 26 0 122
17:1.5-17:20 ]. 37 3 6 1 0 0 0 6 0 31 0 85:
17:20-17:25 4 35 0 1 0 1- 1 0 4 1 30 1 78
17:25-17:30 2 42 0 3 0 0 2 0 3 3 27 0 82117:30-17:35 3 40 0 3 0 0 2 0 4 3 24 0 79
17:35-17:40 0 41 1 0 0 0 4 0 4 3 18 1 72~
17:40-17:45 4 46 0 1. 0 0 0 0 6 0 17 0 74:
17:45-17:50 -0 46 0 0 1 0 4 0 4 0 32 0 87;;
17:50-17:55 2 32 0 1 1 0 4 0 5 0 27 0 72
17:55-18:00 0 46 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 18 0 68,
,
~
"'-
Total Survey 36 1032 10 45 1.2 3 28 12 . - 95 38 594 2 19o,~
PHF .56 .76 .44 .55 .38 .5 .47 .42 .66 .69 .87 .5 .82
% Trucks 0 1.4 0 0 8.3 0 0 8.3 3.2 0 1.2 50 1.
Stopped Buses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
~
PedS 0 21 . 0 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 1 0
-
Hourly Totals
13 0 8c~16:00-17:00 481 3 19 6 1 10 9 37 19 293 &.
16:1.5-17:15 17 556 5 2"9 8 1 7 10 55 20 293 0 1.00
16:30-17:30 20 559 7 35 6 2 10 6 57 22 308 1. 103
16:45-17:45 24 563 7 30 5 2 13 5 62 22 308 2 10::
17:00-18:00 23 551 7 26 6 2 18 3 58 19 301 2 10:
""
-
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Geometry:
Impact Fee:
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2015 TSP Mitigated Scenario
Scenario Report
Default Scenario
Command 1
Default Volume
Default Geometry
Default Impact Fee
Default Trip Generation
Default Trip Distribution
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Tanasbourne Town Center
2015 TSP Mitigated Scenario
Intersection Volume Report
Base Volume Alternative
Northbound Southbound Bastbound Westbound
Node Intersection L -- T -- R L -- T -- R L -- T -- R L -- T -- R
11 185th Avenue/ 323 1255 524 90 1788 132 163 1113 314 579 998 74
12 18'5th/US 26 B o 2203 0 o 1697 163 191 1 533 0 0 0
13 185th/US 26 W 494 1915 0 o 1085 82 0 0 0 931 0 506
23 Cornell/Corne 63 602 150 255 1073 807 809 1383 103 104 939 261
27 Cornell/John 95 101 78 153 155 96 131 1924 117 91 1302 220
31 Cornell/Stuck 418 258 376 53 348 94 52 1461 407 374 970 28
32 Walker/AmberG 0 380 705 631 413 0 0 0 0 507 0 627
45 Bvergreen/cor 322 1349 181 197 1393 98 521 985 632 307 603 371 .
46 Bvergreen Roa 75 33 196 205 68 176 140 1252 133 253 556 127
47 Bvergreen Roa 33 70 101 131 129 69 46 1678 60 56 693 98
48 185th Avenue/ 464 1170 91 416 1083 493 922 566 645 134 412 233
159 Cornell Road/ 75 150 50 70 100 60 98 941 100 80 833 122
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Impact Analysis Report
Level Of Service
Intersection Base Future Change
Del/ V/ Del/ V/ in
LOS Veh C LOS Veh C
# 11 185th Avenue/Cornell Road E 57.0 1.109 E 57.0 1.109 + 0.000 D/V
# 12 185th/US 26 SB ramps C 18.7 0.880 C 18.7 0.880 + 0.000 D/V
# 13 185th/US 26 WB ramps D 29.0 0.979 D 29.0 0.979 + 0.000 D/V
# 23 cornell/Cornelius Pass Road D 38.5 0.975 D 38.5 0.975 + 0.000 D/V
# 27 Cornell/John Olsen D 31.2 0.983 D 31.2 0.983 + 0.000 D/V
# 31 Cornell/Stucki 0 31.9 0.962 D 31.9 0.962 + 0.000 D/V
# 32 Walker/AmberGlen Pkwy C 19.5 0.893 C 19.5 0.893 + 0.000 D/V
# 45 Evergreen/Cornelius Pass E 47.5 1.001 E 47.5 1.001 + 0.000 D/V
# 46 Evergreen Road/John Olsen Aven C 19.5 0.819 C U.S 0.819 + 0.000 D/V
# 47 Evergreen Road/Stucki B 14.2 0.860 B 14.2 0.860 + 0.000 D/V
# 48 185th Avenue/Evergreen Parkway D 37.0 0.959 D 37.0 0.959 + 0.000 D/V
#159 Cornell Road/188th Avenue C 18.5 0.650 C 18.5 0.650 + 0.000 D/V
Traffix 7.1.1122 (c) 1998 Dowling Assoc. Licensed to DKS Associates, Oakland
t/
Level Of Service Computation Report
1994 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)
********************************************************************************
Intersection #11 IB5th Avsnue/Cornell Road
********************************************************************************
Cycle (sec): 120 Critical Vol./Cap. (X): 1.109
Loss Time (sec): 16 (Y+R. 4 sec) Average Delay (sec/vehl: 57.0
Optimal Cycle: IBO Level Of Service: E
********************************************************************************
Approach: North Bound South Bound East Bound West Bound
Movement: L - T - R L - T - R L - T - R L - T - R
------------1---------------11---------------11---------------11---------------1
Control: Protected Protected Protected Protected
Rights: OVl Include OVl ovl
Min. Green: 0 0 0 a a 0 a a a 0 0 0
Lanes: 2 a 3 0 1 2 a 2 1 a 2 a 2 0 1 2 a 2 0 1
------------1---------------1 1---------------1 1---------------1 1---------------1Volume Module:
Base Vol: 323 1255 524 90 1788 132 163 1113 314 579 998 74
Growth Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.. 00
Initial Bse: 323 1255 524 90 1788 132 163 1113 314 579 998 74
User Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
PHF Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
PHF Volume: 323 1255 524 90 17B8 132 163 1113 314 579 998 74
Reduct Vol: 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 a a a a
Reduced Vol: 323 1255 524 90 1788 132 163 1113 314 579 998 74
PCB Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MLF Adj: 1.03 1.10 1.00 1.03 1.10 1.10 1.03 1.05 1.00 1.03 1.05 1.00
Final Vol.: 333 1381 524 93 1967 145 16B 1169 314 596 1048 14
------------1---------------11---------------1 1---------------1 1---------------1Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane: 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900
Adjustment: 0.93 0.9B 0.B3 0.93 0.97 0.97 0.92 0.97 0.B3 0.93 0.98 0.B3
Lanes: 2.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 2.79 0.21 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00
Final Sat.: 3539 5588 15B3 3539 5153 3BO 3505 3689 1568 3539 3725 1583
------------1---------------11---------------11---------------11---------------1.Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat: 0.09 0.25 0.33 0.03 0.38 0.38 0.05 0.32 0.20 0.17 0.28 0.05
Crie Moves: **** **** ****
Green/Cycle: 0.08 0.39 0.54 0.04 0.34 0.34 0.06 0.29 0.37 0.15 0.37 0.42
Volume/Cap: 1.11 0.64 0.61 0.64 1.11 1.11 0.75 1.11 0.54 1.11 0.75 0.11
------------1---------------1 1---------------1 1---------------1 1---------------1Level Of Service Module:
Delay/Veh: 115.3 19.7 13.2 42.6 79.6 79.6 44.7 86.9 20.0 101.1 22.8 13.9
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
AdjDel/Veh: 115.3 19.7 13.2 42.6 79.6 79.6 44.7 86.9 20.0 101.1 22.8 13.9
DesignQueue: 21 60 17 6 95 7 11 61 14 35 47 3
********************************************************************************.
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Level Of Service Computation Report
1994 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)
********************************************************************************
Intersection #12 185th/US 26 ES ramps
********************************************************************************
Cycle (sec): 120 Critical Vol./Cap. (X): 0.880
Loss Time (sec): 9 (Y+R. 4 sec) Average Delay (sec/veh): 18.7
Optimal Cycle: 100 Level Of Service: C
********************************************************************************
Approach: North Bound South Bound East Bound West Bound
Movement: L - T - R L - T - R L - T - R L - T - R
------------1---------------1 1---------------1 1----------·-·--1 1··------·------1
Control: Permitted Permitted Split Phase Split Phase
Rights: Ignore Include Include Include
Min. Green: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lanes: 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
--------·--·1---·-----------1 1------·--------1 1---------------1 1--------·------1
Volume Module:
Base Vol: 0 2203 1056 0 1697 163 191 1 533 0 0 0
Growth Adj: 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Initial Bse: 0 2203 0 0 1697 163 191 1 533 0 0 0
User Adj: 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
PHF Adj: 0.95 0.95 0.00 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
PHF Volume: 0 2319 0 0 1786 172 201 1 561 0 0 0
Reduct Vol: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Reduced Vol: 0 2319 0 0 1786 172 201 1 561 0 0 0
PCE Adj: 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MLF Adj: 1.00 1.10 0.00 1.00 1.10 1.10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Final Vol.: 0 2551 0 0 1965 189 201 1 561 0 0 0
--·----·--·-1---------------11---------------11--------·------11--··-----··----1
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane: 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1'00 1900 1900 1'00
Adjustment: 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.97 0.83 0.83 0.83 1.00 1.00 1.00
Lanes: 0.00 3.00 1.00 0.00 2.74 0.26 0.99 0.01 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Final Sat.: 0 5588 1900 0 5047 485 1560 8 1568 0 0 0
---··-------1---------------11---------------1 1------··-·-----1 1····-----------1
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat: 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.39 0.39. 0.13 0.13 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00
Crit Moves: **** ****
Green/Cycle: 0.00 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.52 0.52 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.00
Volume/Cap: 0.00 0.88 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 0.32 0.32 0.88 0.00 0.00 0.00
----------··1---------------11----- ----------11·----------·---11------·-----·--1
Level Of Service Module:
Delay/Veh: 0.0 19.1 0.0 0.0 15.5 15.5 15.8 15.8 30.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
AdjDel/Veh: 0.0 19.1 0.0 0.0 15.5 15.5 15.8 15.8 30.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
DesignQueue: 0 93 0 0 70 7 8 0 24 0 0 0
********************************************************************************
Traffix 7.1.1122 (c) 1998 Dowling Assoc. Licensed to DKS Associates. Oakland
Level Of Service computation Report
1994 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)
********************************************************************************
Intersection #13 185th/US 26 WB ramps
********************************************************************************
cycle (sec): 120 Critical Vol./Cap. (X): 0.979
Loss Time (sec): 13 (Y+R. 4 sec) Average Delay (sec/veh): 29.0
Optimal Cycle: 180 Level Of Service: D
********************************************************************************
Approach: North Bound South Bound East Bound West Bound
Movement: L - T - R L - T - R L - T - R L - T - R
----------·-1-----·-·-------1 1-------·---··--1 1·--------------1 1---------------1
Control: Protected Protected Split Phase Split Phase
Rights: Include Include Include Include
Min. Green: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a
Lanes: 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 a 1
--- -- -•-- --- 1-- --- •- --- ---- - 11-- -- --- •- •- --- - 11- - -- - --'- - - -- -- - 11- -- --- -- -- -- -- - 1
Volume Module:
Base Vol: 494 1915 0 0 1085 82 0 0 0 931 0 506
Growth Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Initial Bse: 494 1915 ° 0 1085 82 0 0 0 931 0 506
User Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
PHF Adj: 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97
PHF Volume: 507 1964 0 0 1113 84 a 0 0 955 0 519
Reduct Vol: 0 0 0 a 0 ° a 0 0 a 0 °
Reduced Vol: 507 1964 0 0 1113 84 0 0 0 955 0 519
PCB Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
HLF Adj: 1.03 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.10 1.10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.00
Final Vol.: 522 2062 0 0 1224 93 0 0 0 1003 0 519
-·--·-----·-1·----------·---1 1-----·---------1 1---------------11---------------1
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane: 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1'00 1'00 1900 1'00 1900 1900 1900
Adjustment: 0.94 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.84
Lanes: 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 2.79 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 1.00
Final Sat.: 3574 3762 0 0 5142 391 0 0 a 3574 0 1599
---------·--I--·-·--------~-Ij-·---------·---I1---------·-----11---------------1
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat: 0.15 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.00 0.32
Crit Moves: **** **** ****
Green/cycle: 0.21 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.33
Volume/Cap: 0.69 0.98 0.00 0.00 0.69 0.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.85 0.00 0.98
-----·-·----1------------·--1 1------·--------1 1---------------1 1---------------1
Level Of Service Module:
Delay/Veh: 29.9 27.8 0.0 0.0 22.4 22.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 28.2 0.0 50 ..8
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
AdjDel/Veh: 29.9 27.8 0.0 0.0 22.4 22.4 0.0 0,0 0.0 28.2 0.0 50.8
DesignQueue: 28 71 0 0 57 4 ° 0 0 48 0 2S
********************************************************************************
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Level Of Service Computation Report
1994 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)
***********.********************************.**.*•••••**.*•••••**.*•••*.*••••••*
Intersection #23 Cornell/Cornelius Pass Road
.**.***.*••••••••**••••••••••••*.*••••••••••••**.***.*•••**••****••**.******.**.
cycle (sec): 120 Critical Vol./Cap. (X): 0.975
Loss Time (sec): 16 (Y+R. 4 sec) Average Delay (sec/veh): 38.5
Optimal Cycle: 180 Level Of Service: D
•••••*******.*•••***••****.*.****••••••*••••*••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••*••*••
Approach: North Bound South Bound East Bound West Bound
Movement: L - T - R L - T - R L· T - R L - T - R
·-·-·-··-···1---·-······--·-1 1--·········-···1 1----·········--1 1···--·--··-·-··1
Control: Protected Protected Protected Protected
Rights: ovl Ovl Include Ovl
Min. Green: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lanes: 1 a 2 0 1 1 a 2 a 1 2 a 1 1 a 1 0 2 0 1
·-·-····--··1---·-----------1 1---------------11---···----··-··11--··-··---···--1
Volume Module:
Base Vol: 63 602 150 255 1073 807 809 1383 103 104 939 261
Growth Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Initial Bse: 63 602 150 255 1073 807 809 1383 103 104 939 261
User Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
PHF Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
PHF Volume: 63 602 150 255 1073 807 809 1383 103 104 939 261
Reduct Vol: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a
Reduced Vol: 63 602 150 255 1073 807 809 1383 103 104 939 261
PCB Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MLP Adj: 1.00 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.05 1.00 1.03 1.05 1.05 1.00 1.05 1.00
Final Vol.: 63 632 150 255 1127 807 833 1452 108 104 986 261
·-·--·------1---------------1 I--·--·-------~-I ]-·--·----------1 1·--------------1
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane: 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900
Adjustment: 0.90 0.95 0.81 0.91 0.96 0.82 0.93 0.97 0.97 0.93 0.98 0.83
Lanes: 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.86 0.14 1.00 2.00 1.00
Final Sat.: 1719 3619 1538 1736 3654 1553 3539 3433 255 1770 3725 1583
-·----------1----·---·------1 1-------·--·----1 1-·---·---···-·-1 \·-··--------·--1
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat: 0.04 0.17 0.10 0.15 0.31 0.52 0.24 0.42 0.42 0.06 0.26 0.16
Crit Moves: ••*. .... ••.• ...•
Green/Cycle: 0.04 0.19 0.25 0.16 0.32 0.56 0.24 0.45 0.45 0.06 0.27 0.43
Volume/Cap: 0.98 0.91 0.38 0.91 0.98 0.93 0.98 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.98 0.38
------------1---------------1 1··-----------·-11-··-·-··-------11----··-----·---1
Level Of Service Module:
Delay/Veh: 114.1 42.0 24.2 53.9 41.7 27.8 47.7 28.3 28.3 84.0 44.7 15.1
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
AdjDel/Veh: 114.1 42.0 24.2 53.9 41.7 27.8 47.7 28.3 28.3 84.0 44.7 15.1
DesignQueue: 4 36 8 15 56 27 45 60 4 7 51 10
••••••••••••*•••*•••••••*••••••••**.*••••••*•••••••••*••••*••••*••••••*••••••••*
Traffix 7.1.1122 (cl 1998 DOWling Assoc. Licensed to DKSAssociates, Oakland
Level Of Service Computation Report
1994 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)
*••••••••••••••••••••**••••••••••••**•••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••**•••
Intersection #27 Cornell/John Olsen
• •••••*•••••••*••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••******.*.**••••
Cycle (sec): 140 Critical Vol./Cap. (X): 0.983
Loss Time (sec): 16 (Y+R. 4 sec) Average Delay (sec/veh): 31. 2
Optimal Cycle: 180 Level Of Service: 0
.**.*••••••••••••*•••••*•••••••*•••••••••••***•••••*•••••••••*••*••••••*.***••*.
Approach: North Bound South Bound East Bound West Bound
Movement: L - T - R L· T - R L· T - R L - T - R
----·---·--·1-----·-------·-1 1---··-·_·-··-·-1 1----·-·--------1 1---------------1
Control: Protected Protected Prot+Permit Prot+Permit
Rights: Include Include Include Include
Min. Green: 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lanes: 1 0 a 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
··_----·----1---------------1 1---------------1 1---------------11---------------1
Volume ModUle:
Base Vol: 95 101 78 153 ISS 96 131 1924 117 91 1302 220
Growth Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Initial Bse: 95 101 78 153 155 96 131 1924 117 91 1302 220
User Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
PHF Adj: 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
PHF Volume: 100 106 82 161 163 101 138 2025 123 96 1371 23Z
Reduct Vol: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0
Reduced Vol: 100 106 82 161 163 101 138 2025 123 96 1371 232
PCE Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
HLF Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.00 1.05 1.05
Pinal Vol.: 100 106 82 161 163 101 138 2127 129 96 1439 243
------------1---------------11--------_·-----1 1------·--------1 1---------------1
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane: 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900
Adjustment: 0.94 0.92 0.92 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.17 0.97 0.97 0.13 0.97 0.97
Lanes: 1.00 0.56 0.44 1.00 0.62 0.38 1.00 1.89 0.11 1.00 1.71 0.29
Final Sat.: 1787 986 763 1787 1092 677 324 3477 211 239 3154 533
-·-----·----1-------·--·----1 1---------------1 1----·----------1 1---------------1
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat: 0.06 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.15 0.15 0.43 0.61 0.61 0.40 0.46 0.46
Crit Moves: •••• • ••* •••• **••
Green/cycle: 0.06 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.15 0.15 0.71 0.62 0.62 0.63 0.58 0.58
Volume/Cap: 0.98 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.98 0.98 0.60 0.98 0.98 0.63 0.79 0.79
·---·-·---·-1---·--·--------1 1---------------11---------------11---------------1
Level Of Service Module:
Delaylveh: 105.5 75.0 75.0 79.3 75.9 75.9 26.3 27.9 27.9 12.2 16.3 16.3
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
AdjDel/Veh: 10S.5 75.0 75.0 79.3 75.9 75.9 26.3 27.9 27.9 12.2 16.3 16.3
DesignQueue: 7 8 6 12 11 7 10 74 5 7 53 9
••*••••••••••••••*•••*•••••**••••••••••••••••••••**••••••••••*.****.****••• **•••
Traffix 7.1.1122 (c) 1998 Dowling Assoc. Licensed to OKS Associates, Oakland
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Level Of Service Computation Report
1994 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)
•••*••••****.**.********.*.*•••***.**************************.***********••**.*.
Intersection #31 Cornell/Stucki
***••***********.**.*********.******.******.***********•••**.*.***.*.***.*.***.*
cycle (sec): 120 Critical Vol. /Cap. (X): 0.962
Los. Time (sec): 20 (Y+R. 4 sec) Average Delay (sec/veh): 31.9
Optimal cycle: 172 Level Of Service: D
****.*.****************************************••*.*.****.****.*******.*••**.***
Approach: North Bound South Bound East Bound West Bound
Movement: L - T - R L - T - R L - T - R L - T - R
------------1---------------1 1---------------11---------------11---------------1Control: Protected Protected Protected Protected
Right.: Ovl InclUde Ovl Ovl
Min. Green: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lanes: 2 0 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 2 0 2 0 1
------------1---------------1 1---------------1 1---------------11---------------1
Volume Module:
Base Vol: 418 258 376 53 348 94 52 1461 407 374 970 28
Growth Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Initial Bse: 418 258 376 53 348 94 52 1461 407 374 970 28
User Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
PHF Adj: 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
PHF Volume: 440 272 396 56 366 99 55 1538 428 394 1021 29
Reduct Vol: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Reduced Vol: 440 272 396 56 366 99 55 1538 428 394 1021 29
PCB Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MLF Adj: 1.03 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.00 1.05 1.00 1.03 1.05 1.00
Final Vol.: 453 285 396 56 385 104 55 1615 428 405 1072 29
------------1--------- ------11---------------11---------------11---------------I
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane: 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900
Adjustment: 0.94 0.99 0.84 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.99 0.84 0.94 0.99 0.84
Lanes: 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.57 0.43 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00
Final Sat.: 3574 3762 1599 1805 2902 784 1787 3762 1599 3514 3762 1599
------------1---------------11---------------11---------------11---------------1Capacity Analysis Module: .
Vol/Sat: 0.13 0.08 0.25 0.03 0.13 0.13 0.03 0.43 0.27 0.11 0.28 0.02
Crit Moves: **** **** **** ****
Green/cycle: 0.13 0.22 0.34 0.05 0.14 0.14 0.05 0.45 0.58 0.12 0.51 0.56
Volume/Cap: 0.96 0.35 0.74 0.61 0.96 0.96 0.56 0.96 0.46 0.96 0.56 0.03
------------1---------------1 1---------------1 [---------------1 1---------------1
Level Of Service Module:
Delay/Veh: 57.0 25.7 26.3 43.9 55.7 55.1 40.8 31.3 9.7 59.2 13.4 7.7
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
AdjDel/Veh: 57.0 25.7 26.3 43.9 55.7 55.7 40.8 31.3 9.7 59.2 13.4 7.7
DesignQueue: 27 15 19 4 23 6 3 67 13 25 38 1
**.*.******.************.*.**************.****••****.****.*****••*****.**••••***
Traffix 7.1.1122 (c) 1998 DOWling Assoc. Licensed to DKS Associates, Oakland
Level Of Service Computation Report
1994 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)
****••*.***••*.***.*******.***************************~*.***********************
Intersection #32 Walker/AmberGlen Pkwy
*******.****.*.********.*.******.*********.***********.*************************
cycle (sec): 90 Critical Vol. ICap. (X): 0.893
Loss Time (sec): 15 (Y+R. 4 sec) Average Delay (sec/veh): 19.5
Optimal cycle: lOS Level Of Service: C
**.****••******••**.****••**.***.****.*********•••******************************
Approach: North Bound South Bound East Bound West Bound
Movement: L - T - R L - T - R L - T - R L - T - R
------------1---------------1 1---------------1 1---------------1 1---------------1
Control: Protected Protected Protected Protected
Rights: OVl Include Include Ovl
Min. Green: a 0 0 0 a a 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lanes: 0 0 1 a 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 1 0 0 0 2
------------1---------------11---------------1 1---------------1 I---------------j
Volume Module: .
Base Vol: 0 380 70S 631 413 0 0 0 0 501 0 627
Growth Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Initial Bse: 0 380 705 631 413 a 0 0 0 507 0 627
User Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
PHF Adj: 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90
PHF Volume: 0 421 782 700 458 0 0 0 0 562 0 695
Reduct Vol: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Reduced Vol: 0 421 782 700 458 0 0 0 0 562 0 695
PCE Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MLF Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.13
Final Vol.: 0 421 182 721 458 0 0 0 0 562 0 785
------------1---------------1 1---------------1 1---------------1 j---------------ISaturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane: 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900
Adjustment: 1.00 0.99 0.84 0.92 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.84
Lanes: 0.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 2.00
Final Sat.: 0 1881 1599 3505 1845 0 0 0 0 1787 0 3198
------------1---------------1 1---------------11---------------11---------------1Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat: 0.00 0.22 0.49 0.21 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.25
Crit Moves: *.** ****
Green/Cycle: 0.00 0.25 0.60 0.23 0.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.58
Volume/Cap: 0.00 0.89 0.81 0.89 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.89 0.00 0.42
------------1---------------1 1---------------11---------------[ 1---------------1Level Of Service Module:
Delay/Veh: 0.0 34.4 12.7 30.4 10.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 28.5 0.0 6.8
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
AdjDel/Veh: 0.0 34.4 12.7 30.4 10.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 28.5 0.0 6.8
DesignQueue: 0 11 17 29 13 0 0 0 0 20 0 17
**.******.*********••*******••*.****.*******************************************
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Level or Service Computation Report
1994 HeM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)
******************************************************************.*.**•••*••***
Intersection #45 Evergreen/Cornelius Pass
********.******************.***.*****.***•••••***•••*.*.**••••••**.***.***.****.
Cycle (eec): 160 Critical Vol./Cap. (X): 1.001
Loas Time (aec): 16 (Y+R. 4 aec) Average Delay (aec/veh): 47.5
Optimal Cycle: 180 Level Of Service: E
*.*••*****.****.**.**•••****.*.*••*.*•••*.************••**•••*••***.*.*•••***••*
Approach: North Bound South Bound East Bound West Bound
Movement: L - T - R L - T - R L - T - R L - T - R
------------1---------------1 1---------------1 [---------------1 1---------------1Control: Protected Protected Protected Protected
Rights: OVl ovl Ovl Ovl
Min. Green: 0 0 0 0 a a 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lanes: 2 0 2 0 1 2 0 2 0 1 2 0 2 0 1 2 0 2 0 1
--··-·-·--·-1------·--------[ 1--·------------1 1-----·---------1 1--------··-·---1
Volume Module:
Base Vol: 322 1349 181 197 1393 98 521 985 632 307 603 371
Growth Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Initial Bee: 322 1349 181 197 1393 98 521 985 632 307 603 371
User Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
PHF Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
PHF Volume: 322 1349 181 197 1393 98 521 985 632 301 603 371
Reduct Vol: 0 0 0 a 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0
Reduced Vol: 322 1349 181 191 1393 98 521 985 632 307 603 371
PeE Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MLF Adj: 1.03 1.05 1.00 1.03 1.05 1.00 1.03 1.05 1.00 1.03 1.05 1.00
Final Vol.: 332 1416 181 203 1463 98 537 1034 632 316 633 311
--·---------1·--------------1 !---------------1 !------·--------11-----------·---1
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane: 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900
Adjuatment: 0.90 0.94 0.80 0.90 0.94 0.80 0.92 0.97 0.83 0.92 0.91 0.83
Lanea: 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00
Final Sat.: 3406 3585 1524 3406 3585 1524 3505 3689 1568 3505 3689 1568
------·---·-1-·----·--------1 [--·------------1 1--····---------[ 1-·------·------1
capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat: 0.10 0.39 0.12 0.06 0.41 0.06 0.15 0.28 0.40 0.09 0.17 0.24
Crit Moves: .*.. • ••* **.* .***
Green/Cycle: 0.10 0.44 0.53 0.07 0.41 0.59 0.18 0.31 0.40 0.09 0.21 0.28
Volume/Cap: 1.00 0.90 0.22 0.90 1.00 0.11 0.84 0.92 1.00 1.00 0.81 0.85
------------[---------------11---------------1[--------·---·--11---------------[
Level Of Service Module:
Delay/Veh: 85.1 32.3 13.1 72.1 49.1 9.2 47.3 43.3 58.8 86.4 43.2 45.6
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
AdjDel/Veh: 85.1 32.3 13.1 12.1 49.1 9.2 41.3 43.3 58.8 86.4 43.2 45.6
DesignQueue: 27 78 8 17 86 4 40 69 37 26 46 25
•••**••****.*******••*•••*.*••*•••*•••••••*.*.***••*.*.*••*•••*.*****••*.*.*.***
Traffix 7.1.1122 (c) 1998 DOWling Assoc. Licensed to DKS Associates, Oakland
p
Level Of Service computation Report
1994 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)
***.****.*••***********.****•••*.****.*••*•••***.***••*.****•••••******••*******
Intersection #46 Evergreen Road/John Olsen Avenue
*.**.*.*.*.*.****.*****.****.*.**************.*.*.*********•••••**.*•••••*•••***
Cycle (sec): 100 Critical Vol. ICap. (X): 0.819
Loss Time (sec): 12 (Y+R. 4 sec) Average Delay (sec/veh): 19.5
Optimal Cycle: 82 Level Of Service: C
.***.****••*.**••*.**.**.**.**.**.**.******.*.*••***••******.***.* ••**••*•••**.*
Approach: North Bound South Bound East Bound West Bound
Movement: L - T - R L - T - R L - T - R L - T - R
------------1---------------11---------------11---------------11---------------[
Control: Permitted Permitted Protected Protected
Rights: Include Include Include Include
Min. Green: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lanes: 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 a 1 0 1 1 0
----------·-1---------------11---------------1 1---------------1 1---------------[
Volume Module:
Base Vol: 75 33 196 205 68 176 140 1252 133 253 556 127
Growth Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Initial Bse: 75 33 196 205 68 176 140 1252 133 253 556 127
User Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
PHF Adj: 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91
PHF Volume: 83 36 216 226 75 194 154 1377 146 278 612 140
Reduct Vol: 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0
Reduced Vol: 83 36 216 226 75 194 154 1311 146 278 612 140
PCB Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MLF Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.00 1.05 1.05
Final Vol.: 83 36 216 226 15 194 154 1446 154 278 642 141
------------1---------------1 1---------------[ [---------------1 [---------------1
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane: 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900
Adjustment: 0.75 1.00 0.85 0.84 1.00 0.85 0.95 0.99 0.99 0.95 0.97 0.91
Lanes: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.81 0.19 1.00 1.63 0.37
Final Sat.: 1425 1900 1615 1596 1900 1615 1805 3400 362 1805 2999 687
---_·-------[---------·--·--11---·-----------11---------------11---------------1
Capacity Analysia Module:
Vol/Sat: 0.06 0.02 0.13 0.14 0.04 0.12 0.09 0.43 0.43 0.15 0.21 0.21'
erit Movea: **** .*••
Green/Cycle: 0.11 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.20 0.52 0.52 0.19 0.51 0.51
Volume/Cap: 0.34 0.11 0.77 0.82 0.23 0.69 0.42 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.42 0.42
·_--_·------1---------------1 1---------------1 [------~--------I 1---------------1
Level Of Service Module:
Delay/Veh: 23.8 22.5 33.0 37.6 23.0 28.8 23.0 1S.1 15.1 35.2 10.1 10.1
User DelAdj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
AdjDel/Veh: 23.8 22.5 33.0 37.6 23.0 28.8 23.0 15.1 15.1 35.2 10.1 10.1
DeeignQueue: 4 2 10 11 3 9 7 43 5 13 19 4
.***.********.***••*******••••••*.****•••**•••***••*.*••*••••**•••*••••••*****.*
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Level Of Service Computation Report
1994 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)
************.******.***************.**.************.*******************.********
Intersection #47 Evergreen Road/Stucki
******************************.****.***••*.*.*.*********.*••****.**.****•••*••••
Cycle (sec): 100 Critical Vol. /Cap. (X): 0.860
Los. Time (sec): 12 (Y+R. 4 sec) Average Delay (sec/veh): 14.2
Optimal Cycle: 94 Level Of Service: B
***.**.**************.*.*.*••*••*.*.**••****.****.******••••*.*****••••*••••••*.
Approach: North Bound South Bound East Bound West Bound
Movement: L - T - R L - T - R L - T - R L - T • R
·-·------·-·1----·----------11-----·-------·-11------------···11---·-··----·-·-1
Control: Permitted Permitted Protected Protected
Rights: Include Include Include Include
Min. Green: a a a a a a a a a a a a
Lanes: 1 all a 1 0 a 1 0 1 a 1 1 a 1 a 1 1 0
--_··_-----·1-·-------------1 1---------------1 1-·-·-----------11·-·------------1
Volume Module:
Base Vol: 33 70 101 131 129 69 46 1678 60 56 693 98
Growth Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Initial Bse: 33 70 101 131 129 69 46 1678 60 56 693 98
User Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
PHF Adj: 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82
PHF Volume: 40 85 123 160 157 84 56 2046 73 68 845 120
Reduct Vol: a a 0 a a a a 0 a 0 0 0
Reduced Vol: 40 85 123 160 157 84 56 2046 73 68 845 120
PCB Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MLF Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.00 1.05 1.05
Final Vol.: 40 85 123 160 157 84 56 2149 77 68 887 125
--········-·1·-·---·--------1 1---------------1 1----------·-···1 1---·····-·-·--·1
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane: 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900
Adjustment: 0.26 1.00 0.85 0.72 0.95 0.95 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.98 0.98
Lanes: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.65 0.35 1.00 1.93 0.07 1.00 1.75 0.25
Final Sat.: 494 1900 1615 1368 1176 629 1805 3669 131 1805 3264 460
··-···-·-··-1-·---·------·--1 1·-----·-·------1 1-·-··-·-····-·-11---·---·····---1
capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat: 0.08 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.03 0.59 0.59 0.04 0.27 0.27
Crit Moves: ***. ..*. *.*.
Green/Cycle: 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.07 0.68 0.68 0.04 0.65 0.65
Volume/Cap: 0.52 0.29 0.49 0.75 0.86 0.86 0.42 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.42 0.42
----··-·---·1------------·--1 1---------------1 [-·-··----------1 1-·--··-·----·--1
Level Of Service Module:
De1ay/Veh: 29.9 24.2 25.7 35.6 42.3 42.3 29.8 10.2 10.2 69.1 5.5 5.5
User DeiAdj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
AdjDel/Veb: 29.9 24.2 25.7 35.6 42.3 42.3 29.8 10.2 10.2 69.1 5.5 5.5
DesignQueue: 2 4 6 8 8 4 3 45 2 4 19 3
*•••••••••*.***********.*••••*.*.**.**.*.*••••*.**.*••*.*•••••***••*•••••**••**.
Traffix 7.1.1122 (c) 1998 Dowling Assoc. Licensed to DKS Associates, Oakland
Level Of Service Computation Report
1994 HCM Operations Method (Base Volume Alternative)
••*••***.**••••*.**.***•••*.****.**.*.**••***.***.**••••••*••••*••••• *****••••••
Intersection ~48 185tb Avenue/Evergreen Parkway
*.***••**••**••••**•••*••••••••*•••*••**••**.***••*••*••••**•••*•• ****.***.*••••
Cycle (sec): 120 Critical Vol. /Cap. (X): 0.959
Loss Time (sec): 16 (Y+R. 4 sec) Average Delay (sec/veh): 37.0
Optimal Cycle: 168 Level Of Service: D
*••••*.*•••••*.*.*•••*******•••*•••••*•••••*•••••••****.*•••••••*.*.**.*••••*.**
Approach: North Bound South Bound East Bound West Bound
·Movement: L - T - R L· T - R L - T • R L - T - R
····--------1---·--------··-11---·-·--------·1 1------·----··--11---------------1·
Control: Protected Protected Protected Protected
Rights: ovl Ov1 Ovl ovl
Min. Green: 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lanes: 2 0 3 0 1 2 0 3 0 1 2 0 1 a 1 2 0 1 a 1
---------···1-----·-·-------11----·-------·--1 1-----··--------1 1---------------1
Volume Module:
Base Vol: 464 1170 91 416 1083 493 922 566 645 134 412 233
Growth Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00·
Initial Bse: 464 1170 91 416 1083 493 922 566 645 134 412 233
User Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
PHF Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
PHF Volume: 464 1170 91 416 1083 493 922 566 645 134 412 233
Reduct Vol: 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a a 0 0 0
Reduced Vol: 464 1170 91 416 1083 493 922 566 645 134 412 233
PCE Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MLF Adj: 1.03 1.10 1.00 1.03 1.10 1.00 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.03 1.00 1.00
Final Vol.: 478 1287 91 428 1191 493 950 566 645 138 412 233
-·-·--·-----1---·-·---·-----1 1---------------1 1-------·-------11---------------1
Saturation Flow Module:
Sat/Lane: 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900
Adjustment: 0.93 0.98 0.83 0.93 0.98 0.83 0.94 0.99 0.84 0.95 1.00 0.85
Lane.: 2.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00
Final Sat.: 3539 5588 1583 3539 5588 1583 3574 1881 1599 3610 1900 1615
-----··-·--·1---------·-····11----·-----··---11--·-·---···----11----------·----1
Capacity Analysis Module:
Vol/Sat: 0.14 0.23 0.06 0.12 0.21 0.31 0.27 0.30 0.40 0.04 0.22 0.14
Crit Moves: **.* **.. **** ••*.
Green/cycle: 0.14 0.24 0.29 0.13 0.22 0.50 0.28 0.45 0.59 0.06 0.23 0.35
Volume/Cap: 0.96 0.97 0.19 0.97 0.96 0.62 0.96 0.67 0.69 0.67 0.96 0.41
------------1-----·-------·-11·--------------11---------·-----11---------------1
Level Of Service Module:
Delay/Veh: 55.1 42.1 20.5 59.1 42.1 15.2 41.8 18.5 12.5 41.5 53.8 19.3
User De1Adj: 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
AdjDel/Veh: 55.1 42.1 20.5 59.1 42.1 15.2 41.8 18.5 12.5 41.5 53.8 19.3
DesignQueue: 28 70 4 26 6S 18 49 23 19 9 23 10
**••*.**••*.*.***••••*****.*•••••••*.*•••••*.*•••*.*••• *••*****•• **.*.**••**.*.*
Traffix 7.1.1122 (c) 1998 Dowling Assoc. Licensed to DKS Associates, Oakland
Metro Transportation
Analysis Zones (TAZs)
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Table A-1
Summary of Tanasboume Town Center Land Use
lotal ~ PM
Buildout PM In Out
TAZ
Exlsllngl
Land Use Use Type Amount Unit ITE Code Trips Trips Trips Employeesfuture
ADC Kentox Corporate
1 F (Parcel 1-4 =26.32 acre) Headquarter 286,626 sf 714 401 44 357 1,104
Rock Creek landing
2 E (Parcel 1,4 =19.82 acre) MF 480 du 220 302 206 97 0
Creekside Apartments
2 E (Parcel 5-6) MF 150 du 220 95 64 30 0
Colonnade
2 E (Parcel 2,3,7 =1.05 acre) MF 268 du 220 169 115 54 0
Building Site
3 F (Parcel 1 =9.04 acres) Light Industrial 98,337 sf 110 96 12 85 212
Mark/Standard JV Office
3 F (Parcel 2-3 =13.6 acre) Office 350.000 sf 710 468 80 388 1.152
Commercial
4 F (Parcel 1-2 =5.14 acre) Retail 55.975 sf 820 616 308 308 93
landmark Apartments
5 E (Parcel 1,2,4) MF 285 du 220 180 122 57 0
City Park
5 E (ParceI3) City Park 11 acre 411 2 1 1 0
Verandas
6 E (Parcel 1.2) MF 496 du 220 312 212 100 0
Lion's Gate
6 E (Parcel 3,4.5) MF 181 du 220 114 78 36 0
6 E City Park City Park 6 acre 411 1 1 1 0
Commenal
7 F (Parcel 1 =1.88 acre) Retail 20.473 sf 820 325 163 163 34
Commercial
7 F (Parcel 2 =1.96 acre) Retail 21.344 sf 820 334 167 167 36
8 F ·Garden Apartments MF 324 du 220 204 139 65 0
8 F Mid Rise Apartments MF 173 du 220 109 74 35 0
9 F Lion's Gate II Mf 174 du 220 110 75 35 0
Mark/Standard J Office
10 F (Parcel 1-3 =9.65 acre) Office 250.000 sf 710 365 62 303 823
Marnot Courtyard
10 E (Parcel 4 =3.71 acre) Business Hotel 140 room 312 87 56 30 28
Office Building
10 F (Parcel 5 =1.198cre) Office 12,524 sf 710" 40 7 33 41
Old Spaghetti Factory Sit Down
10 F (Parcel 5 = 2.56 acre) Restaurant 12.750 sf 832 207 116 91 116
Commercial
11 F (Parcel 1 =2.5 acre) Retail 27.225 sf 820 390 195 195 45
Commercial
11 F (Parcel 2 =2.38 acre) Retail 25,918 sf 820 378 189 189 43
Future Kaiser Permamente
medical office
12 F (Parcel 1 = 10.65 acre) Medical Office 88,427 sf 720 361 108 253 427
Il::.Xlstlng Kaiser Permamente
medical office
13 E (Parcel 1 = 5.85 acre) Medical Office 48.573 sf 720 198 59 139 235
14 F Mixed Use Development MF 200 du 220 126 86 40 0
14 F Retail Center Retail 300,000 sf 820 1,788 894 894 501
Act III Toeatre Inc.
15 E (1921 seats) - Existing Theatre 1,921 seats 443 499 320 180 38
Act III Theatre -
15 F New Theatre 1.450 seats 443 377 241 136 29
DKS Associates P"ageA-1
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Table A-'1
b ~ CntLdUfT.Summarvo anas oume own e er an se
I alai t'M PM
Buildout PM In Out
Exlsllngl
Land Use Use Type Amount Unit ITE Code Trips Trips Trips EmployeesTAl Future
Tanasbourne Terrace
16 E (Parcel 1) MF 187 du 220 118 80 38 0
vornell or
16 F (Parcel 2) MF 340 du 220 214 146 69 0
Congregate Care
16 E Rock Creek Retirement Facility 111 du 252 19 11 8 11
16 E Extended Stay Hotel Business Hotel 136 room 312 84 55 30 27
Commercial
16 F (Parcel 3 =2.38 acre) Retail 25,918 sf 820 378 189 189 43
Marnot ReSidence Inn
17 E (Parcel 1) Business Hotel 122 room 312 76 49 26 24
-Full Service Hotel (Marnott)
17 F (Parcel 2 =4.16 acre) Hotel 250 room 310 190 103 87 100
Sit Down
18 E Stanford's Restaurant 8,500 sf 832 5,015 2,808 2,207 78
Sit Down
18 E Red Robin Restaurant 6,500 sf 832 3,835 2,148 1,687 59
US Bank
18 E (Parcel 1) Bank 6,198 sf 912 270 130 141 24
I anasbourne 1 errace
19 E (Parcel 1) MF 186 du 220 117 80 37
°Club at 1anasbourne
19 E (Parcel 2) MF 352 du 220 222 151 71 0
Tannasbourne Village:
SafewaylPayless/Key
Bank/Chix'A'Bobllnternationa
20 E I Discount Golf/etc. Retail 211,549 sf 820 1,432 716 716 353
Sit Down
20 E Shari's Restaurant Restaurant 3,909 sf 832 64 36 28 36
Sit Down
20 E Chevy's Restaurant Restaurant 6,676 sf 832 109 61 48 61
Chevron Gasoline/Service
20 E (Parcel 3) Center 8 ump 845 140 70 70 4
Newport Bay
21 E (Parcel 1 =1.57 acre) Restaurant 6,000 sf 832 98 55 43 55
Barbara Sue Seal
21 E (Parcel 2 =.71 acre) Office 6,850 sf 710 26';1t, 4 21 23
Opus Northwest-Centenmal
Bank
21 F (Parcel 3 =3.61 acre) Bank 6,000 sf 912 149 72 78 23
F Retail 30,000 sf 820 414 207 207 50
Bernie s Bagels
21 F (Parcel 4 =.94 acre) Retail 9,000 sf 820 186 93 93 15
Wells Fargo Bank
21 E (Parcel 5 =1.29 acre) Bank 6,500 sf 912 284 136 147 25
larget
21 E (Parcel 6 =9.85 acre) Retail 116,900 sf 820 983 491 491 195
Mervyn 5
21 E (parcel 7 =7.01 acre) Retail 76,000 sf 820 748 374 374 127
Opus~orthwestiOld
Navyllinens/Ross
21 F (Parcel 8 =12.47) Retail 116,758 sf 820 982 491 491 195
DISCO Round
21 E (Parcel 9 = 1.05 acre) Retail 10,500 sf 820 158 79 79 18
DKS Associates PageA-2
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Table A..1
fT. b ~ C t L dUSummalVo anas oume own en er an se
lotal PM t'M
Buildout PM In Out
TAZ
Elliellngl
Land Use Use Type Amount Unit ITf Code Trips Trips Trips EmployeesFutwe
Sleep Country USA
21 E (Parcel 10 = 2.14 acre) Retail 28,350 sf 820 400 200 200 47
~I C r'/Iu/lt: ~Y~Lt:'111 urnce
22 E (Parcel 1 = 8.22 acre) Office 60,000 sf 710 128 22 106 197
WCCCA (Dispatch Center}
22 E (Parcel 2 = 2 acre) Office 21,500 sf 710 60 10 50 71
Future Medical/Dental
Building Medical/Dental
22 F (Parcel 3 = 3.56 acre) Office 42,900 sf 720 175 53 123 207
Water RetentlonPond for
Tanasbourne Center
22 E (Parcel 4 = 3.45 acre) 0 110 0
Tualatln--Hills Park and
Recreation
22 E (Parcel 5 =5.34 acre) City Park 5 acre 411 1 1 1 0
Larry Taft and Vicki L.
(Vacant)
22 F (Parcel 6 =1.27 acre) Office 13,830 sf 710 43 7 36 46
Shepherd of the Valley
22 E (Parcel 7 =3.86 acre) Church 42,035 sf 560 31 20 11 8
Pacltlc Bank IOptical
Co./Title Co.
23 E (parceI1) Retail 6,285 sf 912 274 132 143 24
McDonald's Fast Food
23 E (parceI2) Restaurant 3,610 sf 834 132 69 63 39
Texaco Star Mart Gasoline!
23 E (ParceI3) Service Center 8 ump 845 140 70 70 4
BlockBuster MusIc
23 E (parcel 5) Retail 12,000 sf 820 232 116 116 20
Cadis-Jr. Fast Food
23 E (parcel 6) Restaurant 3,050 sf 834 111 58 53 33
Boston Market Fast Food
23 E (parcel 7) Restaurant 3,052 sf 834 111 58 54 33
upus - tsnell c.,;;as ~tatlonJ\,jar
23 F (Parcel 8) Wash 8 ump 846 129 65 65 4
Opus Fast Food
23 F (Parcel 9, pad 1) Restaurant 3,000 sf 834 110 57 53 33
Opus Fast Food
23 F (Pad 2) Restaurant 3,000 sf 834 110 57 53 33
011 Can Henry's
23 E (parceI10) Auto Care Center 1,624 sf 840 5 2 2 8
BEST/Hollywood
Video/Petco/Office
DepoUBarnes &
Noble/Starbucks/Haggan's/B
23 E inyon's OpticallBruegger's Retail 211,825 sf 820 1,434 717 717 354
24 E Cabinet Shop Retail 2,000 sf 820 74 37 37 3
24 E Antique Store Retail 2,500 sf 820 86 43 43 4
24 E Max & Hildy's Retail 2,500 sf 820 86 43 43 4
24 F Retail Center Retail 13,000 sf 820 244 122 122 22
24 F Office Office 74,900 sf 710 150 26 125 246
24 E Household Single Family 15 du 210 15 10 5 0
24 F Apartments MF 600 du 220 378 257 121 0
24 F Apartments MF 200 du 220 126 86 40 0
~5 F RetailCeriter Retail 20,000 sf 820 320 160 160 33
DKS Associates PageA- 3
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Table A-1
f~ b ~ C m L dUSummarvo anas oume own e er an se
lotal PM t'M
Buildout PM In Out
TAZ
EMISllngl
Land Use Use Type Amount Unit ITE Code Trips Trips Trips EmployeesFutw.
25 F Apartments MF 250 du 220 158 107 50 0
Medical/Dental
LO t:. I dlld~LJOUrne uITIce ulllce ;J4,tsUU Sf 720 ~2 4;J ~~ 168
Future Tanasbourne Medical Medical/Dental
25 F Office Office 70,200 sf 720 286 86 200 339
25 F Apartments MF 90 du 220 57 39 18 0
25 F Hotel Hotel 122 room 312 76 49 26 24
25 F Office Office 17,000 sf 710 50 9 42 56
Sit Down
25 F Restaurant Restaurant 10,000 sf 832 436 244 192 91
25 F Retail Center Retail 24,000 sf 820 360 180 180 40
26 E Greenbner MF 180 du 220 113 77 36 0
Sunset Square Shopping
26 E Center Retail 80,000 sf 820 772 386 386 134
26 E Vet Clinic Retail 4,000 sf 820 115 58 58 7
26 E Bank Bank 3.000 sf 912 131 63 68 11
26 E Software Electronics Retail 5,000 sf 820 133 66 66 8
Fast Food
26 E Burgerville Restaurant Restaurant 4.000 sf 834 146 76 70 44
33,042 17,001 16,041 8,902
Unit Abbreviations:
DU - Dwelling Unit
SF - Square Feet
rooms - Hotel rooms
MF - Multi-Family Residential
DKS Associates PageA- 4
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TCRP H-t: Mode ofAccess and Catchment Areas for RaH Transit
Figure 31. Mode of Access/Egress for All Suburban Center BART Commute Trips
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Table 1-2
CASE STUDY SITE CHARACTERISTICS
e-.
::r'
~
p,o
t Location Suburban Suburban Suburban Suburban CBD
l
~
o
::t
Density of I Low
Surrounding Land
Uses
Low Medium High High
Freeway A<X:e!Sibility I Immediately adjacent Immediately adjacent One mile Inunediate1yadjacent Two miJea
Cost for Parfcint' I None None SO.03 SO.10 $0.26
Transit Servioe
__~~~ Jl-~~-~~----------Jl-~::-~t:'---------Jl-~~~~~u-------Jl-~-~~~----------Jl-~~~~~~~-------------
~
~
a·
~
~
& ~~...
~~
:I s::~~
~i
.....~~~ ::.'O.~~""i'
6-30
30-60
15-30
(407«mK.!·UMJ
Bicycle ncb It trolley statioo
bus routes:
peak:
off-peak:
Sidewalks to adjoining areas
5-40
12-30
Sidewalks and a'OSSWIlb
to aU adjoining JreIS.
Class n bicycle Janes
aqlcent to center Iftd one
block aWlY. 99 bicycle
parking apeces in parking
1lrUe::ture.
Two bicycle ncb fer I None
20 bicyles
SidewaDcs (rom bus stop I Sidewalks to adjoining
and on residential side areas
ofcen~
No bike Janes on arterials
Bike tnil2 miles south
Few dedicated walkways
Headways
(minutes)
2 routes: 2 routes: 30 bus routes: 5 routes:
peak: 30 peak: 15.60 peak:
off-peak: 60 2 routes: off-peak: 30-60 off-peak:
4 routes: peak: 15 6 routes:
peak: 15-60 off-peak: 30 shuttle: 20 peak: 10-30 r light rail:
off-peak: 3O.(j() off-peak: 10-60
-=:::---r;~;:~~~----- =~~:-:-- _~~ m_ ~~~~i:;;-r-~~~.::;--:~~-.::,:;--
4 routes: ~: ~ofM~~cen~
250 ft from center
Bicycle Amenities
Pedestrian Amenities
• Average over all vehicles per trip (includes validation)
l(\
.....
.:...
c:::>
~r'_
[
~
"e
c
::l
-.-.~
--
B!!!!f!!I!I!!!Il!tJ..__t
Southern Southern
California California
Suburban Urban
Low Capacity High Capacity
Some Metered Hourly,
Validation
No Yes
Single Family Apartments, High
and Apartments pensity
Moo-High Moo-High
608,000 450,000
Upscalel Upscale! II I !Fashion Fashion f.ij
95% I 95% II I p;;.~
Free Bus Ticket ~
fex- $10
-- ~~Purchase g.....
~~t~
.~~
Iooo&~~t')
. ::.~"lt",~.
--
96%
Upscale!
Fashion
450,000
Moo-High
Shuttle to
BART
--
99%
828,900
Moo-High
Northern Northern
California California
Suburban Suburban
Low Capacity Low Capacity
Free Some
Metered/\'alet
No
I
No
Single Family CBD Area
Traditional Mix
--
360,000
100%
Mediwn
Free
No
Northern
California
Suburban
Table 3-1
CHARACTERISTICS OF CASE STUDY SITES
USED IN SELECTION PROCESS
Some Single
Family and
Apartments
Low Capacity
Traditional Mix
---
*Low versus high capacity based on whether there is rail service to the site.
•• From 1992 Directory o/Shopping Centers in the United States, Western Volume.
i ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~.</..t••~.~~.~rt.....~.t..~.~.~.~.~.~ .~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~,~.:.~)o~.~ ..~.::.~.~..~.~~.:.~.:.~~.~:.:.:.I i I ] I
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A1uJ{ysis ofIndirect Source Trip Activity
ARB ConlrtlCt IA1J2'{}94
Table 1·1
MODE SHARE BY CASE STUDY
Percent of all trips that are:
Auto 95.0 91.0 69.1 57.3 38.3
Drive alone 18.3 46.2 36.2 26.0 16.2
2 people 39.0 33.3 24.9 22.0 14.3
3+ people 37.7 11.5 8.0 9.3 7.8
Transit 4.3 6.4 10.6 21.0 32.5
Bicycle .0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.3
Walk 0.7 1.6 19.3 21.7 28.9
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 lOO.{)
jhk & usoelata Page 1-4
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Figure 1-3
Analysis Results
Percent
Trip
Reduction
jhk & assodatts
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40%
30%
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59.4%
55.5%
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Figure 1-4
Impact of Parking Pricing
I I Total Trip ReductIon
~ Shift to Other Modes
40.8%
27.0%
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TCRP H-1: Influence of Land Use Mix and Neighborhood Design on Transit Demand
The second set of scenarios, shown in Figure 4, plot probabilities against commute
distances ranging from one-eight of a mile to a rnile-and·a-half. All other factors remain
the same, except that the hypothetical household examined in Figure 4 is assumed to have
two automobiles.12 In general, the same relationship holds: walking and bicycling tends
to be much higher in higher-density, mixed-use settings, almost regardless of distance. For
someone residing a quarter of 8 mile from their job, there is a 0.57 likelihood they will walk
or bicycle to work if they live in a dense, mixed-use area; if they live in 8 neighborhood
populated only by single-family homes, however, the odds fall to 0.28. Again, the odds
are virtually identical if the neighborhood is low-density with mixed uses versus high-
density with single uses. The presence of mixed uses has the strongest influence for
journeys to work of one mile or less. Beyond one mile, non-residential1Jses exert 8 weaker
influence on walking and bicycling, as revealed by the tendency for the curves in Figure 4
to converge beyond one mile. Even at 8 mile and a half commute distance, however, there
is 8 one-quarter chance that someone living in a midlhigh-rise neighborhood with
surrounding stores will walk or bike to work in these 11 MSAs.
Figure 4. Probability of Commuting by Walking or Bicycling for Four Land-Use
Scenarios, as a Function of Commute Distance
Probability commute by walk/bicycle0.7..,.....--------------------------.
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
O-+---+----+---+-----t~___1t_-+__-+__-_+_-_+_-_+-__+_-___i
o .125 .25 .375 .5 .625 .75 .875 1 1.125 1.25 1.376 1.5
Home-to-work distance, miles
21 Parsons Bdnckerhoff
'JKS Associates
TABLEt
SUMMARY OF LAND USE MEASURES
LAND USE MEASURE EFFECTS ON TRAVEL DEMAND DETERMINANTS OF EFFECfIVENESS
t. Development design
a) Nco-traditional In general, there is little evidence regarding effects ofnco-traditional development on travel demand and evidence Proximity to CaD:
development that does exist often conflicts: I
• Nco-traditional development with high local accessibility will affect non-work
• McNally and Ryan found slight increase in total number of trips, Crane found neo-traditional development can travel more when located at edges of region as compared to within region) I
either increase or decrease total number of trips.
• David Evans Associates found nco-traditional development generates same number ofpeak trips external to
development when no employment center exists within development, however. Stone and Johnson found total
peak hour trips decreased by 18.7%.
• David Evans and Associates found number of internal auto trips is lower for nco-traditional development
• Average trip length for all trip types is significantly shorter for neo-traditional development (McNally and
Ryan, 1993).
• McNally and Ryan f9und 10.6% decrease in total VMT generated by nco-traditional development relative-to
standard suburban subdivisions.
• Crane found that grid designs increase number ofvehicle trips made.
• Griddcd streets can eneoUtagewaIldng, however. they also Increase acccssibilhy for motorists. Their ultimate
impact likely depends on grains ofstreets and block patterns. Grids laid out in superblocks will probably
induce automobile trips. However. very fine grain grid with intersections every 400 or 500 feet instead of
every 1,500 t~ 2,000 feet will likely deter motoring (Cervera. 1997).37
• Biggest impacts ofmixed. land uses and ~estrian-fiiendlY designs are likely to be on non-work. trips, and
shop trips specifically (Cervera, 1997).3
• Study ofmatched pair neighborhoods in San Francisco found 10 to 20 percent higher non-auto mode share for
non-work. trips for neighboihood with traditional design compared to neighborhood with auto-oriented. design
(Cervera. 1997),37
b) Mixed-usc • Handy's literature review (1992) found that studies show weak link between land usc mix within specific areas PolicylR.egulatory Environment:
and travel patterns for those areas. Impact of land usc mix on travel demand patterns has not been analyzed. at
• TYPe o/zoning Itandarth. Zoning standards should change to allow, and incitywide leve1.2
Dlaces reauire. hil!her-densitv mixed-use develonment PcoDle will use modes
8
• Crane (1996) finds mixed use ~e:;igns decrease demand ~or car trips.J other ~an auto only if time spent walking and w~ting qecreases. Higher
• Frank and Pivo (1994) found that increased land use mixes are associated with increased walking and transit densities bring more people within easy walking distance of transit stop.
mode shares and reduction in SOY mode share for work trips~ land use mix was not found to be significantly Multiple uses bring destinations together. Performance standards could
correlated with these three mode choice variables for shopping trips. Also, they found that average length of decrease conflicts between uses that encouraged adoption of standards that
work trips ending in balanced census tracts was 290/0 shorter than work trips ending in unbalanced areas.4 physically segregate uses.3
2
• Institute ofTransportation Engineers (ColoradolWyoming Section Technical Committee, 1987) found 8
percent trip reduction associated with mixed land uses.S
• Ewing, Haliyur, and Page (1994) found that mixed-use communities generate between 2.3 and 2.8 vehicle
hours of travel per day compared to 3.4 hours for automobile-oriented suburban communities.S
• IHK & Associates (1987) found major mixed-use suburban activity center had 7 percent transit'use and 2S
percent midday walk trips, which is significantly higher than more typical suburban centers which has only I
percent transit and 16 percent midday walk trips.S
• No accurate estimate exists ofeffect on VMT ofchanges in mix of uses, densIty, or design, holding all else
constant Existing estimates reveal that each has an impact, but data is not available to make precise estimates
of effect on VMT.6
• Cervero finds that amount ofmixed-used development affects proportion ofSOV trips: the greater proportion
oftloor space devoted to retai~ the smaller the proportion ofSOV trips. Concludes that use mix, density, and
levels ofparking have modest to moderate Influence on commuting behavior.7 .
• Even ifmixed land uses and high residential densities do not reduce total number ofauto trips, they will at
least reduce total distance traveled (Cbristoforidis, 1994).8
• Kockelman (1991) found that doubling ofgeneral mixwould result in 10%decrease in VMTlhousehotd, 17%
\ decrease in non~worlC trip VMT/househo1d.·and 1%decrease In auto ownership.38
• . Friedman, Gordon, and Peers (1992) found that suburban areas with segrcgatcc1land uses and hierarchical
roadway networks generated 23 percent more trips, had higher drivc alonc rates (68% versus 49%). and had
halfthc transit share of traditional communities with mixture ofuses and gridded street networks.41
• Kitamura. Mokhtarian, and Laidet (1994) showed that attitudes were more strongly correlated to travel
behavior thm mixed-land use end density, i.e.. that land use - travcl relationship was artifact of association
between land use and variety ofsocioeconomic characteristics associated with travcL Concluded that land usc
policies promoting high densities and more mixed use may not influence travcl behavior unless residents'
attitudes also changed.41
• In a study ofSeattle area neighborhoods, McCormack et al (1997) found that walk modc splits for mixed-use
neighborhoods were about IS%, compared to 3% for suburban netghborhoods.42
• McConnack et al (1997) showed that averagc daily trips, number ofstops, and number oftrip chains were
similar for residents ofall ncighborhood types, but that residents ofmixed-use ncighborhoods made almost
twice as many trips to stops within 2 mUes ofhome thm suburban residents.42
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• Residents of two mixed-use neighborhoods in Seattle traveled 27% fewer miles than remainder ofNorth
Seattle, 72% fewer than inner suburbs.. and 119010 fewer than outer suburbs (McCormack et ai, 1997).42 It is
suggested that ifmixed-use neighborhoods were somehow relocated to suburbs.. it would be unlikely that
travel characteristics would remain unchanged; however, it is clear that substantial reductions in travel
distances can be accomplished with appropriate urban design.
• While total daily travel distance differs widely between neighborhood types, McCormack et aI (1997) report
that total daily travel time is about 90 minutes per person regardless ofwhere they live. This equates to
average daily travel speeds ranging from about 12 mph for residents of mixed-use neighborhoods to 25 mph
for suburban residents. Variation in travel time by age and family life cycle is also remarkably small.42
c) Transit-oriented • Pedestrian modal shares and pedestrian trip generation rates tend to be considerably higher in transit-oriented PolicylRegulatory Environment:
design than auto-oriented neighborhoods, but "islands oftransit oriented neighborhoods in a sea offteeway oriented
• Type ofdesign standards. Design standards could not only make increased
neighborhoods seem to have negligible effects on transit commuting".9 density more acceptable, but could also make transit service better. They could
• Empirical researc:h conducted by Kitamura, et a1. (1994) confirms that high density, access to transit, and make walking and waiting easier and more pleasant Negative reaction many
having sidewalks generate increased pedestrian travel. Also found that parking availability and distances to people have to higher density can be mitigated by good design. Standards
nearest bus stop correlate positively with vehicular travel. 10 should allow, or In places require, less space devoted to parking. Standards
• Analysis of two neighborhoods with similar incomes located near BART stations showed that neighborhood should ~uirc good access to buildings by transit, foot, and bicycle as well as
with transit-oriented design (TOO), with higher densities, and mixture ofuscs within walking distance of byauto.3
station had 20 percent lower drive-alone mode share for commute trips. In addition, Jess than IS percent of
BART passengers drove to BART station. I I
• Mitchcd-pair analysis ofwodc trips in pre-and post.war neighborhoods in San Francisco and Los AngeJes
regfODS that ciontrolled for Income, density. and trIrIslt service found that translt~ented neighborhoods have
higher transit mode share (13 percent In Los Angeles and S.1 percent in San Francisco) than do conventional
neighborhoods. Walking and bicycling shares were also higher (3.3 percent In Los Angeles and 6.6 percent in
San. Francisco) (Cervero. et. at. 1993).12
• Holtzclaw (1994) found that automobile ownership and VMr decrease as residential density and transit
accessi'bffity increase.13
• Travel forecasts for Portland Metro area performed in LurRAQ Study by Cambridge Systematics In 1992
found that regional TOD-LUTRAQ alternative reduced regional vehicle trips by 7.7 percent and VMT by 13.6
perc:cnt. Within TOD's, th~ were 22 peroent fewer homc-based car trips and greater than 20 percent transit
mode split compared to 10 percent in standard suburbs.14
1. Density ofdevelop- • Higher densities decrease number oftrips, percentage oftrips made by automobile, and total energy, but travel PolicylRegulatotV Environment:
ment (general) time is increased and trip lengths may be increased (Handy, (992).15
• Type ofzoning standards. (See discussion above regarding zoning standards
• Higher density settlement patterns do yield reduced travel distances (statistically significant), but relationship for mixed use development).
is not as large as might be expected (Hanson and Schwab, 1987).16
• 7)pe 0/duign Itandards. (See discussion above regarding design standards
• Ewing cites literature that high densities generate fewer VMr per capita than.dolow densities. that trips for transit oriented design).
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become shorter !is densities rise, and that growing percentage oftrips are made by walking or transit t I • Existence o[developmenljees. Development fees should increase to reflect
• Most reliable estimate of average elasticity ofVMf with respect to overall'ihtensity ofland development is cost ofservicing new development. Local governments often subsidize
about -.25. In other words, 10 percent increase in density, together with kinds ofchanges in land use, building substantially extension roads and public utilities to new development at urban
design, and transportation infrastructure that typically occur as density increases, results in 2.5 percent fringe. To encourage kind ofhigher-intensity development accessible to non-
decrease in VMf (Holtzclaw, 1991).18 auto modes, these subsidies should be reduced or eliminated.34
• Type o[properly lax strru:lure. Property taxes should change to encourage
higher-intensity development. Lowering tax rate on improvements relative to
land encourages investment in higher density development35
• Through examination and comparison ofstatistical distributions, Pivo (1995) found associations between both
higher density and jobs-housing balance and less auto use.41
a) Residential density • Ten percent increase in density leads to only 0.7 % reduction in household automobile travel; even relatively PolicylRegulatorv Environment:
large-scale shift to urban densities would have negligible Impact on total travel demand (Schimek, 1996).19
• 7}pe oj'zoning standards. (See discussion above regarding zoning standards
• In 1990 National Personal Transportation Survey (NPTS) data, only 22 percent ofpopulation lived at densities for mixed use development).
greater than S,OOO people per square mile. It is only at highest densities that total vehicle mileage Is very much
• 7}pe 01tksign standards. (See discussion above regarding design standardslower than average (Schimek, 1996).19
• Simulated SO percent docrease in zip code density would result in annual VMr reduction ofonly SSO mUes per
for transit oriented design).
household. Two-thirds ofeffect ofdensity on automobile use comes through mechanism of lower car • Exfstena 01developmentftes. (See discussion above regarding development
ownership in high density areas (Schimek, 1996).t9 fees for general density ofdevelopment).
• At densities between. one and seven dwelling uDits per acre. transit use Is minimal. Density ofseven dwellings • 7}pe oj'property kI% nructure. (See discussion above regarding property tax
per acre appears to be a threshold abovc which transit use increase sharply (Pushkarev and~an. 1977).20 . structure for general density ofdevelopment).
• Neighborhood demity has strong negative effect on VMT and vehicle trip frequent)'. Also found that there
are shorter trip lengths in higher density neighborhoods (Cheslow and Neels, 1980).21
• Analysis of 1990 NPTS data indieatccl d1at density increase at lowest levels (e.g., ftom 2 to 4 persons/acre) had
no effect on auto travcl per person or houschold.22
• Much less use ofSOVs was found with residential densities greater than 15 persons/acre (Frank, 1994).23
• Holtzclaw (1994) found that doubling in housing density would result in 15 percent fewer VMT. Much ofthis
would occur as result offcwer vehicle trips.24
• Transit and .wa1k mode shares are positively related to population density for both work and non-work trips
(Frank, 1994).25
• Most studies show that big mobility payoffcomes from going from low to moderate densities. Thus, Hong
Kong style densiti.es or even thrcc-story garden apartments everywhere noucquired to achieve significant
benefits. Often it is when going from about 4 to 5 dwellings to 12 to IS dwellings per gross acre that most
significant gains are made in terms ofreduclng travel consumption (Ccrvero, 1997).37
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• Density is really proxy for other things. Dense places tend to have better q~ality transit services. lower
parking provisions, and lower average household incomes. It is all these other things that accompany densities
that are really shaping travel choices (Cervera. 1997).37
• Kockelman (1997) found that doubling of population density would result in 7% decrease in auto ownership
and 1.3% decrease in personal vehicle mode split38
• Sun et al (1997) found that VMT/household is 29% less hi areas ofhigher population density (>6
residents/acre) than lower density areas.39
• Sun et al (1997) found that daily trips/household is 90/0 less in areas ofhigher residential density (>S dwelling
units/acre ofresidential area) than lower density areas and VMTlhousehold is 30% less.39
• Population density not a strong causal variable for explaining variations in VKTlworker across urban area.
May be that density per se not important, but rather where high density is achieved: i.e.. it should be
concentrated near high density employment centers, whether these be CBD or regional sub-centers (Miller and
Ibrahim, 1998).40
• Steiner (1994) concluded that decreased auto use is possible in higher density areas because higher density
puts destinations close together. making it possible to wa.ne. higher density areas may be perceived as safer for
walking. and certain types ofhouseholds may be more likely to live hi high density areas. Steiner cautioned,
however, that assumptions about relationship between high density and transportation choices may or may not
be true, because many studies have not separated out factors such as income, household size, life cycle
c:haracteristics,~ which also affect transportation choices.41
.'
) Employmentdensity • Much less use ofSOVs was found with employment densities greater than ·75 employees per acre (Frank. PolicylRegulatoI'V Environment
1994).26
• 7}pe ofzonlngstandards. Sec discussion above regarding zoning standards for
• Signifiamt negative relationship was identified between SOY mode share and employment density for work mixed usc development
and shopping trips. Significant positive relationship was Identified between transit and walk mode share for
• 7}pe ofdulgn standards. Sec discussion above regarding design standards for
. wolt: and shopping trips (Frank, 1994}.27
transit oriented design.
• Existence oftlewlopmenJfeu. Sec discussion above regarding development
fees for general density ofdevelopment
• 7}pe ofproperty lax strueture. Sec discussion above regarding property tax
structure for general density ofdevelopment
• Kockelman V997) found that doubling ofjobs density would result in only 0.02% decrease in personal vehicle
mode split.3
• Sun et al (1997) found that daily tripslhousehold is 9% less in areas ofhigher employmentdensity (>3
employersfacre ofbusiness area) than lower density 8rCIIS and VMflhouscbold is 28% 1ess.39
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c) Accessibility
3. Dlstrlbutloa of
deftlopmeat
a) l>ispeision
• Kockelman (1997) found that doubling ofaccessibitity would result in 31% decrease in VMTlhousehold, 35%
decrease in non-work trip VMT/household, 7.5% decrease in auto ownership, 3.6% decrease in personal
vehicle mode split, and 22% increase in walklbike mode choice.38
• Sun et al ([997) found that daily tripslhousehold is roughly 10% less in areas with higher accessibility
(households to jobs and jobs to households) than areas with lower accessibility and VMT/househoid is roughly
35% less.39
• Although accessibility is statistically significant variable (at 1% confidence level) in explaining daily
tripslhousehold and VMT/household, it's influence is dwarfed by explanatory power ofsocioeconomic
variables (househo[d size, income, number ofvehicles) (Sun ct ai, 1997),39
• Eaipirical evidence that land usc patterns strongly affect commuting patterns is weak. Results indicate that
commuting distance and time not very sensitive to variations In urban structure (Genevieve and Small,
1993).28
• Research results indicate that polycentric pattern ofemployment centers, along with dispersal ofmany jobs
outside centers altogether, creates potential for shorter commutes than those required ofpcople working in
downtown Los Angeles (Genevieve and Small, 1993).28
• Handy·s literature review (1992) indicates that studies do not agree on effects ofoverall spatial stntcturc. but
most find that "polycentric" form results In fewer hips. shorter trips. and less total energy use than either
"monoccntric" or "dispersed" urban form. In addition, most conclude that dispersed form results In shorter
trips than monocentric form.29
• Gordon, Kumar, and Richardson (1989) fmd.that "monoccntricity" adds to commute cost and that polycentric
or dispersed patterns reduce commute timcs.30
• Centralization and compactness have significant effects on travel behavior: VKT/worker clearly increases as
one moves away from CBD (about .2S bn for every I bn from CBD) (Miller and Ibrahim, 1998).40
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PolicylRegulatorv Environment:
• Type o/zoning standards. (See discussion above regarding zoning standards
for mixed use development).
• Existence o/developmentftes. (See discussion above regarding development
fees for general density of devdopment).
• Type o/property tax structure. (See discussion above regarding property tax
structure for general density ofdevelopment).
Travel Supply Characteristics:
• Availabmty oftransit service; level o/transit service. Effects of higher
densities in bringing opportunities closer together and diminishing trip
distances will be enhanced ifattractive non-auto travel alternatives are
available.
• Availability o/bicycle andpedestrian/aci/ities. Effects ofhigher
densities in bringing opportunities closer together and diminishing trip
distances will be enhanced ifattractive non-auto travel alternatives are
available.
PollcylRegulatoty Environment
• 7}pe of%oningslandartis. See discussion above regarding zoning standards for
mixed usc ~evelopment
• Extste~ ofdewlopmentfees. Sec discussion above regarding development
fees for gencn1 density ofdevelopment .
Proximity to CBD;
• Neighborhood proximity to CBD has very strong negative effect on VMT; as
distance from CBO increases, trip lengths incrcase.36
• Assuming suburbanized population is fact of life. multi-regional system of high density employment activity
centers appears to reduce VKT per worker (about .38 km for every I km decrease between worker residence
and employment center) relative to what would likely occur without these sub-regional centers (Miller and
Ibrahim, 1998).40
b) Jobs-housing balance • Behavioral assumption of "cost minimization" (that residentiallacation is determined primarily by tradeoff PolicylRegulatorv Environment:
between commuting cost and land cost) is inadequate to explain commuting, and large scale changes in urban
• Type ofzoning standards. See discussion above regarding zoning standards for
structure designed to promote jobs-housing balance would have only small effects on commuting. Commuting
is generally two to three times as large as can be accounted for by behavioral assumption ofcost minimization; mixed use development.
this is true whether commuting measured by time or distance (Genevieve and Small. 1993).28 • Existence ofdevetopmentfees. See discussion above regarding development
• Attempts to alter metropolitan-wide structure ofurban land use via policy intervention are likely to have fees for general density of development.
disappointing impacts on commuting patterns, even ifsuccessful in changing degree ofjobs-housing balance
(Genevieve and Small. 1993).28
• Kockelman (1997) found that doubling balance (entropy) ofwork and non-work related land uses would result
in 10% decrease in VMTlhousehold and that doubling balance ofnon-work related land uses only would result
in 30% decrease in non-work trip VMflhousehold and 23% percent increase in walklbike mode split38
• Sun et al (1997) found that VMT/househoid is 300At less in areas having entropy index values grcaterthan O.S
than areas with values less than O.S, where value of 1.0 represents equal proportions ofdifferent land uses or
"'perfect" balance.39
• No strong evidence found that "self-containment" or"jobs-housing balance" is effective policy for reducing
VKTlworker. over and above impacts ofsuburban employment centers. This argues in favor ofconcentrated
regional employment centers rather than dispersed employment (Miller and. Ibrahim. (998).40
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TANASBOURNE@TOWN CENTER
Appendix C-Resolution
P LAN
Resolution No. _
HCP~9,Hillsboro's "tanasboume Town Center Plan" Comprehensive Plan Amendments.
RESOLUTION INITIATING Al\1ENDMENTS TO THE HILLSBORO COMPREHENSIVE
PLAN ORDINANCE NO. 2793, AS AMENDED, TO ADOPT THE "TANASBOURNE
TOWN CENTER PLAN" AS A NEW "COMMUNITY PLAN" WITHIN THE
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN.
WHEREAS, Section 1(II)(B) ofthe City ofHillsboro Comprehensive Plan establishes
and defines a City "community plan" as a plan which establishes and coordinates policies
and development guidelines for the development of land uses and development activities
within a specific area of the City, and grants comprehensive plan status and function to the
community plan relative to the specific geographic area to which it applies; and
WHEREAS, Section 1(V) ofthe Comprehensive Plan enables the Hillsboro Planning
Commission to initiate amendments to the Plan which adopt community plans; and
WHERAS, the City has prepared a proposed Tanasbourne Town Center Plan covering
approximately 509 acres of land situated in northeast Hillsboro which is contained in the
Tanasbourne Town Center Plan document attached hereto as Exhibit "A". This Plan was
prepared with technical and citizens input and advice in accordance with a plan preparation
public involvement program approved by the Hillsboro Citizen Involvement Advisory
Committee. That Program featured several project open houses, property owners
(stakeholers) meetings and work sessions, project area design charrettes, special neighborhood
meetings and regular meetings ofthe Tanasboume Village Town Center Planning Advisory
Committee (VPAC) comprised ofprofessionals representing the State, Tri-Met, Washington
County and City agencies; and
WHEREAS, the Tanasbourne Town Center Plan addresses and implements the
adopted Metro Region 2040 Growth Concept "Town Center" designation ofthe Tanasbourne
community; and
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WHEREAS, the Tanasbourne Town Center Plan, if adopted, would contribute
substantially toward the City's mandatory accommodation of its allocation of 14,812 new
households (including 9,758 new units within designated Region 2040 mixed-use areas
such as "town center") by the year 2017 by accounting for approximately 5,500 of these
new housing units; and
WHERAS, the Tanasbourne Town Center Plan, if adopted, would contribute
substantially toward the City's mandatory accommodation of its allocation of 58,247 new
jobs(including 20,338 new jobs within its mixed-use areas) by the year 2017 by accounting
for approximately 8,900 of these new jobs; and
WHEREAS, City formulation and approval of the Tanasbourne Town Center Plan
would address and complete Work Task No.8 ofthe City's approved Periodic Review Work
Program (DLCD Order No. 00665) which requires the City to formulate and adopt a Region
2040 town center plan for the Tanasbourne area:
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City of Hillsboro Planning
Commission, that the Commission by and through this Resolution hereby initiates the
amendments to the Hillsboro Comprehensive Plan text and maps described in this Resolution
as follows:
Section 1. Hillsboro Comprehensive Plan Ordinance No. 2793, as amended, is hereby
further amended to add to the Comprehensive Plan a new Section 18, entitled "City of
Hillsboro, Tanasbourne Town Center Community Plan", and comprised of the entire
Hillsboro Tanasbourne Town Center Plan document attached hereto as Exhibit "A" including,
especially, the following Tanasbourne Town Center Plan operative policy elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
Overall Town Center Guiding Principles,
Tanasbourne Town Center plan: General Land Use Plan Map (Exhibit 4),
Tanasboume Town Center Plan: Mixed-Use Pedestrian Corridor Area Map
(Exhibit 5),
Tanasbourne Town Center Plan: Town Center Core Area Concept Map
(Exhibit 6),
Town Center Development/Urban Design Strategies,
Comell-Walker Superblock Neighborhood Elements,
Tanasboume Town Center Plan: Future Street Configuration (Exhibit 7),
Tanasbourne Town Center Plan: Cornell-Wlaker Superblock General Land
Use Plan Map (exhibit 8),
Tanasbourne Town Center Plan: Recommended Street and Pedestrian
Circulation Pattern Map (Exhibit 10),
D R A F T
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that set forth recommended Tanasbourne Town Center Plan land use policies, implementation
measures, land use plan maps, and specfic transportation system improvements to guide
future development within the Tansaboume Town Center Plan Area.
BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED that the Planning Commission hereby schedules these
amendments for public hearing before the Commission on , 1999.
Introduced and passed this__ day of , 1999.
President
Attest: _
Secretary
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